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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Purpose of the Plan
This plan provides the framework for the sustainable management of Council’s road assets, in support of the
Council Plan, Council’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy, and regulatory
requirements.
The purpose of this Road Asset Management Plan is to:
• Acknowledge the important and vital role roads play within Indigo Shire’s transportation network;
• Provide a framework for the sustainable management of Indigo Shire’s roads in support of the Council
Plan, Council’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy, and regulatory
requirements;
• Assist Indigo Shire in determining priorities for maintenance and renewal programs as well as priorities
for upgrade of existing road segments and, if appropriate, road disposal.
This Road Asset Management Plan is structured along the lines recommended in the International Infrastructure
Management Manual (2006). The plan borrows format, context and material from various other Council asset
management plans, including Wodonga City Council’s asset management plan template.
The plan aims at providing a core level of competency for Council’s road asset management practices. For the
purposes of community consultation and community input into the plan, the draft version of this plan was
advertised and public submissions invited before the current version was finalised in September 2011.

1.2 Asset Description
This plan relates to roads where Council is the Coordinating Road Authority, as defined in the Road
Management Act 2004. For the purpose of this plan, ‘road asset’ is a generic term used to refer to Council owned
roads and associated infrastructure. Bridges are infrastructure associated with roads, but bridge assets are
separately addressed in Indigo Shire Council’s Bridge Asset Management Plan.
Indigo Shire Council is responsible for approximately 1,463km of roads, with the following key characteristics:
• 90% of the road network is rural and 10% is urban;
• 30% of the road network is sealed and 70% is unsealed;
• 68% of council’s urban roads and 26% of council’s rural roads are sealed;
• 63% of council’s road network is made up of local access roads;
• 19% of council’s road network is made up of limited access or dry weather roads only.
Road assets covered in by this asset management plan are classified in accordance with the Indigo Shire
Council Road Management Plan:
• Link – primarily provide direct link between significant population or activity centres;
• Collector – primarily provide route through significant population or activity centres;
• Local Access – primarily provide direct access to abutting residential, industrial, commercial, and public
properties, and connect into link, collector or arterial roads.
• Limited Access – provides limited access use and includes many dry-weather-only access roads.
Sub-asset components of roads addressed by this asset management plan consist of road:
• formations
• pavements
• surface treatments
• kerbs.
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Quantities and valuations of the above are recorded in Council’s Moloneys Asset Management Systems roads
database. Summary road asset quantities and valuations are provided in Table 1.2.1.
Table 1.2.1 Road Assets Covered by this Plan
Asset/ Sub Asset
Description
Unsealed Roads
Formation
No pavement (dry weather only)
Gravel pavement
Sealed Roads
Formation
Pavement
Surface treatments
Kerb

Length
(m)

Area
(m2)

1,027,281
96,237
931,044

5,673,321
3,790,236

Replacement Value $
Subtotal

4,043,676
3,346,989
2,629,052
n.a.

$21,211,516

11,603,872

100

9,607,644

25.7

Subtotal

435,804
435,804
435,804
124,678

Average
Asset Life in Years

$101,710,345

14,419,394
67,554,562
10,955,356
8,781,023
TOTAL $122,921,851

100
75.0
16.8
66.3

1.3 Levels of Service
Level of service is the defined service quality for a particular activity or service area against which performance
may be measured.
This plan quantifies (1) community levels of service in the areas of quality, function/ capacity/ reliability, safety,
and cost effectiveness; and (2) technical levels of service in the areas of condition, function/ accessibility, safety
and cost effectiveness; and defines current performance and performance targets in these areas.
Council plans to operate and maintain the road network to maintain the current levels of service and aims to
improve current performance to meet the defined performance targets outlined in Table 3.4.1.
Council’s Major Projects and Programs unit is responsible for communication and consultation with the
community and stakeholders for Council’s road assets. Issues affecting the function or levels of service of roads
are to be resolved, prioritised or programmed for by the Major Projects and Programs unit.

1.4 Future Demand
Demand for new roads in the future will likely come as a result of residential or industrial/ commercial subdivision
development. The development proponents provide capital funding for new roads, as and when developments
are approved. There is otherwise little forecast demand for new roads to be constructed by Council in the
medium to long term as:
• There is a high level of connectivity of the existing road network, with no forecast demand for new links;
• Growth forecasts can be accommodated within the capacity of the existing road network.
There is a moderate increase in forecast demand for road upgrades in the next 10 years as:
• There is a trend toward the use of higher mass limit vehicles
• customer expectations are increasing in terms of road amenity, leading to demand for items such as the
sealing of existing gravel roads.
Demand for upgrades to existing roads in the network is likely to manifest in the form of pavement upgrades (eg
stabilisation of granular pavement), sealing of unsealed roads, and road and/ or intersection widening.
This plan advocates that existing asset utilisation be explored at every opportunity in order to cater for future
demand, with the adopted asset management framework of ‘renew before new’.
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1.5 Lifecycle Management Plan
Lifecycle management focuses on management options and strategies, and considers economic and physical
consequences as part of an assets life cycle, from initial planning to disposal.
This plan documents the available road asset information and the management plans covering the four key work
activities necessary to manage the portfolio, these being:
1. Routine Maintenance Plan – outlines maintenance processes and summarises future maintenance
costs. The maintenance cost summary indicates ongoing expenditure of $1,742,000. In addition,
periodical condition assessments are required on the road network at an estimated cost of $60,000
once every 4 years.
2. Renewal/ Replacement Plan – outlines renewal/ replacement processes and models future renewal
costs. The renewal cost summary indicates a renewal demand of $2,100,000 annually, with $1,120,000
recommended to be apportioned to rural sealed roads; $590,000 to urban sealed roads; and $390,000
to unsealed roads (urban and rural).
3. Creation/ Acquisition/ Upgrade Plan – outlines creation/ acquisition/ upgrade processes and forecasts
future new and upgrade costs. There is presently no forecast demand for council funded new roads.
The forecast average requirement for road upgrades is $125,000 per annum, with a forecast spend of
$250,000 every second year.
4. Disposal Plan – outlines potential opportunities for asset disposal and rationalisation. There are
presently no roads or road segments identified for disposal.
Condition assessments of the entire road network undertaken in 2009 indicate that Council’s resealing program
in recent years has maintained sealed roads in good condition. Gravel pavements and kerbs have however been
assessed as poor and in need of additional funding to counter degradation of the asset under traffic. These
factors suggest a focus is required to adequately fund renewal of gravel pavements and kerbs while continuing to
invest in the timely renewal of the sealed road network.

1.6 Financial Summary
This section of the plan contains a summary of the financial parameters provided in previous sections of the plan
and a proposed funding/ expenditure strategy to cater for projected total asset demand costs over the areas of
maintenance, renewal/ replacement, and new/ upgrade.
The financial scenario presented in the plan provides for a profiled expenditure as follows:
• $1,742,000 p.a. required for the operational budget:- apportioned 57% ($1,000,000) to rural roads, 40%
($700,000) to urban roads, and 3% ($42,000) for pro-active road inspections;
• $2,240,000 p.a. on average required for the capital works budget:- with $2,100,000 p.a. required for
road renewal; $60,000 every 4 years for road condition and inventory data recollection; and $250,000
every 2 years for road upgrade works.
This scenario gives an average road asset expenditure of $3,982,000 per annum over the projected 20 year
period and includes operating, capital renewal and projected capital new expenditure. This expenditure amount
is less than the average total Council actual/ budgeted expenditure of approximately $4,000,000 p.a. for the
2007-08 to 2010-11 financial years. However, road renewal has been under-funded during this time period with
significant capital funding being expended on road upgrade works. This renewal under-funding is best illustrated
in the kerb sub-asset area, with historic funding renewal of $30,000 p.a. compared with the 2012 modelled
renewal demand of $253,000 p.a.
Financial modelling based on the above scenario forecasts that for the next 10 years to 2022 there is a Nil
cumulative total renewal funding gap, with cumulative gap total rising to nearly $1,500,000 in 2031. This
represents an underfunding of renewal requirements of approximately $150,000/ annum from 2022-2031.
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Council’s overall funding strategy for roads is to be formulated and detailed as part of Council’s 10 year financial
plan. The Road Asset Management Plan outlines the quantum of funding necessary to sustain the road network
over the long term. This financial summary can be readily incorporated into Council’s 10 year financial plan as
required.

1.7 Asset Management Practices
Council currently uses PowerBudgets and Lynx software to manage its corporate financial systems. Council uses
the Moloneys Asset Management System software, the MapInfo GIS system, and the AssetAsyst defect
inspection and monitoring system for road asset management purposes. In addition, the Conquest system is
used as a customer request and works order system for a range of assets including roads, bridges and
pathways.
The Moloneys modelling system is used by Council for long term financial forecasting purposes. Assumptions
used in the Moloneys road renewal model are outlined in the plan. This model is also used in the annual
submission of Council’s renewal requirements to the MAV for state wide benchmarking purposes.

1.8 Monitoring and Improvement Programme
The effectiveness of this Road Asset Management Plan may be measured largely by the degree to which the
required renewal funding or funding strategies identified in this plan are incorporated into Council’s long term
financial plan, forward capital works program and Strategic 2030 Plan.
The proposed actions to improve this plan include:
• Continuously review and update road data with 4 yearly condition assessments, inspections and data
re-collections;
• Review unit rates and useful life of road sub-assets used in valuations and modelling, particularly for
kerbs, gravel re-sheeting and seals, and undertake benchmarking of modelled parameters with like
Councils;
• Separate review/ study of renewal/ replacement methodology of old/ poor condition kerbs in historic
towns;
• Further to review of gravel road unit rates and useful life, benchmark levels of service and maintain the
required funding focus on gravel pavements to improve overall condition;
• Review Road Management Plan inclusive of Road Maintenance Activity Specification and inclusion of
Force Majeure clause;
• Review B-double routes as demand requires to assess and program road upgrades;
• Communication and acceptance of the Road Asset Management Plan’s processes, plans, and integral
links with the Road Management Plan and Bridge Asset Management Plan;
• Adoption of consistent annually budgeted road renewal expenditure over the long term, in conjunction
with the requirements identified in this plan and the Long Term Financial Plan;
• Validation of road maintenance and renewal needs and budgeting appropriate to these renewal needs;
• Review of forward programs for renewal, new and upgrade, and potential road rationalisation
opportunities;
• Periodic review of demand to identify and manage increased demand in applicable areas.
The Road Asset Management Plan will be subject to continuous improvement with revision and updating of the
plan required on a four yearly basis with this review to occur within 2 years of each Council election.
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2. INTRODUCTION
2.1 Background
Indigo Shire was formed in 1995 as a result of the amalgamation of Beechworth, Yackandandah, Chiltern and
Rutherglen Shires (or parts thereof). This process saw Indigo Shire inherit the road networks associated with
each of these former Councils.
A register of all Council owned roads is contained in a spreadsheet-based database maintained by Council’s
Major Projects and Programs unit, this database being the Roads & Streets module of the Moloney Asset
Management System (MAMS).
Condition assessments of Council’s road network were undertaken in 2004 and 2009. Amendments are
periodically made to the road register to reflect changes to the road network that occur in the intervening years
between condition assessments. Minor amendments are also made to the road register by council staff to reflect
addition of new road segments as new developments are completed and upgrade or resealing works are
undertaken.
The formulation of this Road Asset Management Plan in 2011 has built upon the road asset data recollection of
inventory and condition undertaken in 2004 and 2009, and the Indigo roads asset report prepared by Moloney
Asset Management Systems in May 2009. This Road Asset Management Plan is to be treated as a living
document and is subject to continuous improvement and periodic review on a maximum four yearly basis.
The plan has been primarily formulated to document:
• the road assets Council owns
• funding required to maintain the road network at current levels of service
• future demand for renewal and improvements to the road network , and how to manage demand in the
long term.
Indigo Shire’s Road Asset Management Plan is distinct from Indigo’s Road Management Plan. The Road
Management Plan documents the principles, methods and systems used by Indigo Shire in managing the local
road system in order to maintain a safe and effective road network. Indigo Shire Council is a road authority under
the Road Management Act 2004 and is required to define road assets they are responsible for and are
encouraged under the Act to provide a Road Management Plan with reasonable standards and methodologies
for maintaining and extending that road network.
This Road Asset Management Plan is one of a suite of asset management plans that Indigo is developing as part
of its commitment to achieving a core level of asset management as outlined in its Asset Management Strategy
Version 1.0 Dec 2010. The Road Asset Management Plan together with the Bridge Asset Management Plan (to
be completed 2011) and the Pathway Asset Management Plan (to be completed 2011) will provide an integrated
strategy for Indigo’s road and pathway network.
Asset management plans are a vital component in Indigo’s strategic planning process. They form the basis of
short, medium and long term planning for capital and operational budgets, and link to key corporate strategies
including the following documents:
• Indigo Shire Council Plan 2010-13
• Indigo Shire’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy
• Indigo Shire’s Strategic Long Term 2030 Plan (currently in progress) and Long Term Financial Plan (to
be completed 2011-12)
• Council’s Annual budget
• Indigo Shire’s Road Management Plan
• Indigo Shire’s Risk Register.
Road Asset Management Plan V1.0
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2.1.1 Road Assets and Asset Hierarchy
The primary rationale for Council managing roads is to facilitate the movement of vehicular traffic for the local
community, businesses, agricultural enterprises and visitors, both within the Shire and to adjoining areas. Council
is the Responsible Authority for local roads, as defined in the Road Management Act 2004.
Roads have been classified in Council’s Road Register and Road Management Plan according to:
• Name and Locality
• Functional Location - in serving as a Rural or Urban Road
• Class of Road - in serving as a Link, Collector, Local Access or Limited Access road
• Surface of road -m being a sealed or an unsealed road.
The Class of Road is defined as follows:
1. Link - primarily provide a direct link between significant population centres and major traffic generators;
2. Collector - primarily provide a route between and through population and/or activity centres;
3. Local Access - provide direct access to abutting residential, commercial, industrial properties;
4. Limited Access - primarily access for emergency vehicles & occasional non-residential property access.
The various components of a road include:
• formation – the formed surface at the base of a road
• pavement – the crushed rock or gravel placed on top of the formation and used as a structural wearing
surface (unsealed road) or a structural base for a sealed surface
• surface of road – being either an unsealed surface or sealed surface (normally a bitumen/ aggregate
mixture or asphalt)
• kerb – concrete or masonry edging to a roadway that drains surface water away from the road.
The Road Asset Management Plan has been prepared to include all roads owned and managed by Council.
These road assets are detailed in different formats in Table 2.1.1.1 and Table 2.1.1.2 following. The replacement
values shown are based on 2011 dollar values.
Table 2.1.1.1 Road Assets Covered by this Plan – By Class and Length of Road
Class of Road
Link Roads
Collector Roads
Local Access
Limited access
Total
% Length of Network

Rural Rd Length

Urban Rd Length

Total Length

94 km
160 km
801 km
265 km

13 km
8 km
116 km
6 km

107 km
168 km
917 km
271 km

1,320 km

143 km

1,463 km

90%

10%

% Length of
Network
7%
12%
63%
18%

Table 2.1.1.2 Road Assets Covered by this Plan – by Functional Location and Surface Type
Functional Location
Urban
Rural

97.5 km
338.3 km

Unsealed Rd
Length
45.8 km
981.5 km

Totals – Length (km)

436 km

1,027 km

% Length of Network

30%

70%

$92.9M

$21.2M

Totals – Valuation ($M)

Sealed Rd Length

% Value of Network
75%
17%
* kerbs form part of roads - length is itemised separately for valuation purposes
Road Asset Management Plan V1.0
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This plan takes into account agreements for the maintenance of roads on boundaries with other municipalities,
including Boyd Road and Tunnel Gap Road adjoining the Alpine Shire, and Boundary Road and West Boundary
Road adjoining Rural City of Wangaratta.
The plan does not include consideration of roads under the responsibility of Government authorities (such as
VicRoads and Department of Sustainability and Environment) or private roads and driveways owned by others.
The length of VicRoads controlled roads is provided in Table 2.1.1.3 following for information purposes.
Table 2.1.1.3 VicRoads Controlled Road Assets within Indigo Shire
VicRoads Road Class

Length

Freeway
Highway
Arterial
Total

52.9 km
85.3 km
220 km
358 km

Description
Hume Fwy
Kiewa Valley Hwy, Murray Valley Hwy

The hierarchy to be applied to road assets is described in Table 2.1.1.4 with the road hierarchy description
equating directly to the Class of Road.
Table 2.1.1.4 Road Hierarchy Classification
Hierarchy Classification
Road Description
Level 1 (Highest Priority)
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4 (Lowest Priority)

Link Roads
Collector Roads
Local Access Roads
Limited Access Roads

2.1.2 Stakeholders
A stakeholder represents any groups or individuals having an interest in the service provided by Council’s road
network. This plan is a base document for all stakeholders to provide details of how Council is undertaking
management of the community’s road assets. This document is open to input and comment by all stakeholders,
with the document scheduled for periodic review on a four yearly basis. The relevant key stakeholders to the
Road Asset Management Plan are shown in Table 2.1.2.1.
Table 2.1.2.1 Key Stakeholders in this Plan
Stakeholder
Council
Local Community and General Public
Farming, Transport, Tourism and other Business enterprises
Visitors to the Shire
Government authorities (VicRoads, Department of Sustainability & Environment, Parks Victoria, Roads to Recovery)
Emergency services
Insurers
Utility Authorities, Contractors, Suppliers

2.2 Goals and Objectives of Asset Management
Local Government exists primarily to provide core services to meet the needs of its community. The Local
Government Act 1989 Sec 3C(1) states:
“ The primary objective of a Council is to endeavour to achieve the best outcomes for the local community having
regard to the long term and cumulative effects of decisions.”
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Section 3E(1) of the Act prescribes several Council functions, the ones more relevant to asset management
being:
(b) Planning for and providing services and facilities for the local community; and
(c) Providing and maintaining community infrastructure in the municipal district.
The objectives and functions set out in the Local Government Act 1989 align with the key principles of asset
management. Assets exist essentially to support the services provided by Council. In view of this, asset
management planning must be linked to the service planning that supports Council’s vision and objectives.
Council’s vision is: INDIGO: A great place to live, work and visit.
Council’s Mission statement is: To support and develop a sustainable, thriving and resilient community
through leadership and partnerships.
The Council Plan 2010-2013 provides the following objective supporting asset management:
Objective: 2.2 Improve the quality and maximise the long-term sustainability of the built environment:
Ensure that Council’s asset management practices are clearly defined and in accordance with a strong
Asset Management Policy and Strategy.
Council recognises that sound asset management is essential to the quality and sustainability of the built
environment. Indigo’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy reinforces Council's
commitment to manage and care for its assets in a sustainable way and to assist in the achievement of its vision
and meet the service and infrastructure needs of the community.
This plan is intended to outline how Council will support its objective to plan, develop and maintain a network of
sustainable infrastructure. The purpose of the plan is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improve the understanding of levels of service
identify long term life cycle costs associated with the provision of current levels of service
better understand and forecast asset related costs and management options
improve decision making based on costs and benefits
provide the ability to balance out forward funding demands
justify forward works programs and expenditure
manage risk associated with asset failures
provide a framework to continuously improve asset management practices.

2.3 Plan Framework
Table 2.3.1 outlines the framework and key elements of this asset management plan.
Table 2.3.1 Asset Management Plan Structure
Section

Outline

1. Executive Summary
2. Introduction
3. Levels of Service

Summary of the key details of the plan.
Background, purpose and scope of the plan.
Define factors relevant to determining the levels of service. Identify current and target levels of
service.
Identifies the factors affecting future demand and outlines the demand management plan.
Provides asset information. Identifies maintenance and capital development needs. Identifies
management strategies and work programs.
Identifies long term financial forecasts. Notes key assumptions and financial policies/ strategies.
Identifies asset and financial management systems, processes and standards.

4. Future Demand
5. Lifecycle
Management Plan
6. Financial Summary
7. Asset Management
Practices
8. Plan for Improvement
and Monitoring

Describes current asset management practice underpinning the plan. Identifies enhancements
scheduled to improve asset management planning.
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2.4 Core and Advanced Asset Management
Core asset management uses an asset register, maintenance management systems, simple condition and
performance monitoring, and defined levels of service, in order to establish alternative management options.
Advanced asset management uses prediction modelling, risk management, and optimised renewal decision
making techniques to evaluate options and identify the optimum long term plan to deliver a particular level of
service.
This Road Asset Management Plan has been prepared as a core asset management plan in accordance with the
International Infrastructure Management Manual (2006) and the National Asset Management Assessment
Framework (2010).
The levels of service provided in this plan are intended to outline the existing levels of service that Council
provides to the community. Based on these levels, the plan outlines how Council may best manage its road
network at current levels of service into the future.
Advanced asset management requires a substantial level of community consultation to optimise the balance
between service level and the cost the community is prepared to pay. It is envisaged that future revisions of this
asset management plan may move towards advanced asset management, using a bottom up approach for
gathering asset and service level information to support the optimisation of the long term plan.
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3. LEVELS OF SERVICE
3.1 Customer Research and Expectations
Council participates in the Victorian Local Government Customer Satisfaction (VLGCS) survey. This telephone
survey polls a sample of residents on their level of satisfaction with Council’s services. Recent customer
satisfaction survey results in the area of ‘Local Roads and Footpaths’ are outlined in Table 3.1.1.
Table 3.1.1 Victorian Community Satisfaction Survey Levels and Comparison of Overall Result
Performance Measure

Indigo Shire Satisfaction Score
(Indexed mean)
2008
2009
2010
46
48
46
73
77
72

Local Roads and Footpaths
Indigo Overall

Median Result for
Small Council Group
2010
52
79

Median Result for
All Councils (Vic.)
2010
60
79

The VLGCS survey indicates that in relation to local roads and footpaths the general level of satisfaction among
the community is less than the average level of satisfaction for all other services provided by council. Since 2003
the index for the level of satisfaction for local roads and footpaths has averaged 46.5 ranging from 40 in 2004 to
55 in 2007. Suggested actions for improvement from the 2010 survey include trialling the use of polymer
compounds on unsealed roads, to review the Road Management Plan, and to endeavour to complete one
Special Charge Scheme road per year.
Council has recently undertaken its own community surveys, undertaken by Hands on Community Solutions
(HOCS), to mirror the questions asked in the Victorian wide survey. The HOCS surveys were first undertaken in
early 2009 in association with community consultation for the 2009-2012 Council Plan. The 2010 Community
Survey closed in March 2010 with feedback received then incorporated into the 2010-2013 Council Plan update.
The HOCS survey results for 2010 found the community’s level of satisfaction with local roads and footpaths
higher in 2010 than in 2009 and also higher than the state average for the 2009 Victorian Local Government
Customer Satisfaction survey.
Overall, customer research using these satisfaction surveys indicates that the community considers Indigo Shire
Council’s service related to local roads and footpaths as ‘adequate’. A review of the detailed comments from
feedback to the surveys reveals general maintenance and provision of footpaths needs improvement, as does
routine roadside slashing and surfacing of gravel roads. The primary focus of a number of recommendations
(such as the surfacing of gravel roads) appears to be the desire for dust control.
The condition report of the road network completed in 2009 indicated the sealed road surfaces to be in excellent
condition, but unsealed road pavements to be in relatively poor condition when compared to other councils. This
information as it relates to unsealed surfaces tends to support the results of the community surveys.
An indication of customer satisfaction can also be obtained from customer requests recorded in Council’s
Conquest system. A record of the number of requests raised since Conquest was installed at Indigo in 2004 is
outlined in Table 3.1.2.
Table 3.1.2. Road Requests and Completion
Year of Road Request
on Conquest

Av. Monthly
Requests

Total No. of
Requests

Requests Completed in
Timeframe Given

%

10+
39
75*
98*
TOTAL

114
501
1072*
338*
2025

114
464
903*
293*
1774

100%
93%
84%
87%

2008
2009
2010
1st Qtr 2011
+ Change

in the reporting of requests after 2008, resulting in greater number of requests recorded in subsequent years.

* Significant increase in number of requests in Nov 2010 to Feb 2011 as a result of high intensity rain and flooding events.
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The community’s feedback to Council regarding the road network is undertaken in various ways. In addition to
satisfaction surveys and road/ pathway user requests to Council, community feedback is received through
Councillors; Council unit and officer liaison with the community, businesses and utility services; and Council’s
annual budget process.
In relation to the future direction of customer research, community input into quantifying and prioritising service
delivery needs is required. These inputs must then be considered in relation to the community’s willingness to
fund a desired level of service within the context of limited Council revenue.

3.2 Strategic and Corporate Goals
The maintenance, operation and development of road assets are guided by Council’s mission statement:
To support and develop a sustainable, thriving and resilient community through leadership and
partnerships.
And the Council Plan 2010-2013 which provides the following objectives under Managing our Built
Environment :
Objective 2.2: Improve the quality and maximise the long-term sustainability of the built
environment: Ensure that Council’s asset management practices are clearly defined and in
accordance with a strong Asset Management Policy and Strategy.
Objective 2.3: Manage and maintain to a high standard assets critical to our economic prosperity: Identify
critical assets and prioritise actions.
Objective 2.7: Build a network of safe roads.
Specific actions of the Council Plan under these objectives include:
o Ensure all assets and infrastructure provide for mitigation and adaptation to the likely impacts of
climate change.
o Endeavour to complete one Special Charge Scheme per year reflecting lead times of two or more
years.
o Investigate feasibility of sealing one urban road per year.
o Maintain a prioritised Capital Works Program and ensure it is revised at least annually to check
relevant priorities and cost estimates.
o Regularly convene a local road safety committee with VicRoads, Victoria Police and Council.
o Undertake road safety audits on Council’s link roads
o Utilise road safety audits as a basis for funding applications.
Other related sections of the Council plan that affect the management of the road network include:
• Objective 3.1 – Optimise our financial sustainability.
• Objective 4.1 – Effective and efficient service delivery.
• Objective 4.2 – Provide a safe environment for our community.
• Objective 4.4 – Promote and manage sustainable development.
• Objective 4.1 – Recognise and plan for the effects of changing environmental conditions.
These Council Plan objectives with the requirement to strategise Council’s asset management have driven the
documentation of this plan with the intent of long-term sustainability of Council’s infrastructure. The plan has
strategic links and is born out of Council’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy (V1.0 Dec
2010), and will feed into Indigo’s Strategic Long Term 2030 plan and long term financial plan.

3.3 Legislative Requirements
Statutory requirements set the framework for minimum levels of service that roads are required to meet. The
Road Management Act (2004) is key legislation that Council is required to comply with in relation to roads. Under
this Act Council must prepare a Road Register and are encouraged to prepare and implement a Road
Management Plan.
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An outline of applicable legislation and the main legislative requirements is provided in Table 3.3.1. Council
endeavours to maintain its road network in accordance with legislative requirements, with these endeavours
balanced against available budget provisions.
Table 3.3.1 Legislative Requirements
Legislation

Details

Local Government Act 1989

Sets out role, purpose, responsibilities and powers of local governments, including:
•
providing equitable and appropriate services for the community and ensuring efficient and
effective management of services/ facilities
•
to manage, improve and develop the resources of its district efficiently and effectively.
PART 9 Division 2, Sections 203 through to 208, of the Act detail the provisions relating to a Powers
of Councils over Roads.
Section 208 requires Council to follow the Road Safety Act 1986 and Road Management Act 2004.
The Local Government Act 1989 also sets out requirements for local government to prepare a long
term financial plan, incorporating considerations of funding the management of the road network.

Road Management Act 2004

Council is the Responsible Authority for local roads, as defined in the Road Management Act 2004.
The act specifies the roads that Council is responsible for under Section 37. Specific duties are also
highlighted.
The Act outlines that the relevant co-ordinating road authority for a public road must register the
public road on its register of public roads.

Transport Integration Act
2010

Integrates the legislation contained within:
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983,
Road Management Act 2004 and;
Road Safety Act 1986
Includes references to the provision and maintenance of community transport infrastructure in the
municipal district.

Road Safety Act 1986

Sets out the general obligations of road users in relation to responsible road use, to provide for safe,
efficient and equitable road use, and to ensure the equitable distribution within the community of the
costs of road use.

Planning and Environment
Act 1987

Establishes a framework for planning the use, development and protection of land in Victoria in the
present and long term interests of all Victorians

Disability Discrimination Act
1992

To ensure that persons with disabilities have the same rights as the rest of the community

All other State and Federal
Acts and Regulations

For example Financial Management Act 1994, Victorian State Disability Plan 2002-12

Council’s most recent Road Management Plan was prepared in 2009 and requires review to consider the
implications of the Transport Integration Act 2010, inclusion of a force majeure clause, and the recommendations
of this Road Asset Management Plan.

3.4 Current Levels of Service
Levels of service are defined two ways in this Road Asset Management Plan:
1. Community Levels of Service - relate to how the community receives the service in terms of quality,
function/ capacity, safety, cost effectiveness and amenity of the facility/ service provided.
2. Technical Levels of Service – deal with parameters such as condition, cost-effectiveness, statutory
compliance, and security. These parameters support the community levels of service to ensure that
minimum community levels of service are met.
Road maintenance standards and response times are outlined in Section 2.6 and Attachment (ii) Road
Maintenance Activity Specification of Council’s Road Management Plan (Sep 2009). The Road Management
Plan and the Road Maintenance Activity Specification require review in conjunction with this Road Asset
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Management Plan, and in particular with respect to equating the road maintenance classification directly to the
road classification.
Council’s current levels of service are detailed in Table 3.4.1.
Table 3.4.1 Roads Level of Service
Key Performance
Measure

Level of Service

Community Levels of Service
Provide easily trafficked
Quality

Function/
Capacity/
Reliability
Safety

Cost
Effectiveness

roads - ride quality, width
appropriate to traffic type as
outlined in RMP and road
hierarchy
Road network available and
functional, consistent with
required amenity as per
road classification in RMP
Roads are free from
obstructions and hazards

Provide service in costeffective manner

Technical Levels of Service
Provide timely maintenance
Condition
in accordance with RMP

Function/
Accessibility

Safety

Cost
Effectiveness

Undertake condition
assessments every 5 years
Maintain access and
amenity in accordance with
use as per RMP

Maintain roads free from
safety defects and hazards

Provide service in costeffective manner

Performance
Measure Process

Performance Target

Current Performance
(2010)

Customer requests related
to ride quality

24 requests pa

To be assessed

Customer complaints related
to ride quality
Customer requests relating
to road non-availability

24 complaints pa

To be assessed

< 24 pa

To be assessed

Satisfaction increases to >52%
(Small Shire av.)
< 24 pa

46 (Local Roads &
Footpaths)
To be assessed

Regular meetings

Compliant

Satisfaction increases to >52%
(Small Shire av.)

46 (Local Roads &
Footpaths)

Customer complaints
relating to specific costeffectiveness issues

< 6 complaints pa

To be assessed

Outstanding defects
from customer requests and
condition assessments

Zero defect actions/ work
orders outside of RMP
response times

Largely compliant with
target

Assessments completed and
outstanding defects logged
Customer complaints related
to road access

Assessments completed every
5 years and all defects logged
< 24 pa

Assessments completed
2009
To be assessed

New and upgraded road
segments to be constructed
to required standards and in
accordance with road
hierarchy
RMP Compliance

All new and upgraded roads
meet required standards and
consistent with Road
Management Plan

Largely compliant with
target

Meet RMP requirements

Feb 2011 CMP insurer’s
audit shows compliance

Undertake road inspections,
in accordance with schedule
in RMP

Complete inspections in
accord with RMP requirements

Feb 2011 CMP insurer’s
audit shows compliance

Outstanding defects
from customer requests

Complete inspections and
defects in accord with RMP
requirements

Feb 2011 CMP insurer’s
audit shows compliance

road maintenance and
capital works costs within
budget $/ bridges pa

Meet budget expenditure with
100% planned maintenance
and capital works completed

Largely compliant with
target

Community surveys
Customer complaints
relating to safety/ obstruction
issues not being rectified in
a timely manner
Regularly convene a local
road safety committee
Community surveys

3.5 Desired Levels of Service
Council has yet to fully quantify desired levels of service for the road network. This Road Asset Management
Plan seeks to establish current and target service levels, and the costs associated with maintaining current
service levels in order that the true cost of service delivery may be understood by the community. This
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understanding will allow informed decision making by the community in balancing the levels and type of service
delivery desired with sustainable financial management of the road network.
At present, indications of desired levels of service are obtained from various sources including the community
satisfaction surveys, residents’ feedback to Councillors and staff, service requests, and correspondence. Council
primarily determines levels of service for road infrastructure through community feedback and requests to
Council’s Major Projects and Programs unit.
The Major Projects and Programs unit is responsible for Council’s road network and all associated
communication and consultation with the community and stakeholders regarding roads and associated
infrastructure. Issues affecting the function or levels of service of Council’s roads are to be resolved, prioritised or
programmed by the Major Projects and Programs unit in conjunction with the community.
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4. FUTURE DEMAND
4.1 Demand Forecast
Indigo Shire is situated in North East Victoria and covers a geographical area of 2,016km2. The Shire is
predominantly rural and has a population of 15,945 (2009 estimate). The larger district population centres are
Beechworth (4,183 people), Rutherglen (2,502 people), Yackandandah (2,103 people), Chiltern (1,063 people) ,
Wahgunyah (809 people), and Kiewa/ Tangambalanga (704 people).
Indigo Shire’s economy is based on farming (beef, sheep, dairy, fruit and viticulture), the processing of local
primary produce, and the provision of services to people. The economy relies largely on its rural and tourism
base and its regional association with the major regional population centres of Albury-Wodonga and Wangaratta.
Population growth in Indigo Shire is approximately 1% per annum with a figure of 1.3% provided by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics for the year to June 2008. This is equivalent to the average growth for regional
Victoria.
Recent data reveals limited growth of approximately 0.1% per annum of the sealed road network in response to
residential and industrial subdivision development. This rate of growth of the road network is significantly less
than projected population growth and indicates that the existing road network services the majority of new
residences. Road network growth associated with subdivisional development is shown in Table 4.1.1.
Table 4.1.1 Growth in Road Network from Subdivision/ Development
Surface Type
Development Growth in: 2008/09
Sealed roads
Length
665m
% of sealed network
0.15%
Unsealed roads
Length
0
% of unsealed network
0%

2009/10
0m
0%
0
0%

2010/11
553m
0.12%
0
0%

Factors affecting demand for road infrastructure include population number and population distribution changes,
changes in demographics, customer/ industry expectations, tourism type/ visitations, economic changes,
residential and commercial/ industrial development, and increased/ new service demands.
Indigo Shire’s road network is mature and well established. In line with the low population growth, general
community demand for new road segments is anticipated to be relatively static.
It is projected that the future demand for road infrastructure will be in the areas of (1) upgrades to cater for larger
mass limit vehicles, and (2) upgrades to cater for customer expectations such as sealing of existing roads.
Significant demand factor trends and the nature of impacts on service delivery are summarised in Table 4.1.2
following.
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Table 4.1.2 Demand Factors - Projections and Impact on Services
Demand
Present Position
Projection
Impact on Services
Factor
Population

15,945 (2009)

17,253 (2021)
(pop. growth approx. 1%)

Demographics
Customer/
Industry
Expectations

14.3 % over age 65 (2006)
Moderate number of Bdouble routes on local
roads
30% of road network
sealed

Tourism Visits

152,000 Visitor Information
centre visits (2009) – an
increase of 7% 2006-2009
Limited industrial
development capacity in
Chiltern and Barnawartha

27.1% over age 65 (2026)
Increased km of B-double
and higher mass limit
routes and upgraded
bridge standards.
Increasing demand for
road sealing/ amenity
199,000 Visitor Information
centre visits (2021) –
based on + 7% per 3 years
Provision of industrial
development capacity in
Chiltern and Barnawartha

Economics

New access roads and upgrades to collector
roads constructed as new residential areas
are developed.
Marginal increase in demand with higher
traffic flows on road network. Potential
increase may be proportionally higher on link
and collector roads, although impact not
considered significant
Limited impact on existing road network
Increased demand for road segment
upgrades eg widening, intersection upgrades
and pavement upgrades, to cater for larger
vehicles.
Increased demand for road sealing/ amenity
Increased traffic on major link roads
(VicRoads) and some Council link roads –
higher traffic flows on link and collector roads
New local access roads and upgrades to
collector roads constructed as new industrial/
commercial developments are constructed.
Minimal impact anticipated – increased traffic
can be accommodated on existing road
network.

4.2 Changes in Technology
It is anticipated that current technology trends will affect delivery of services from Council’s road assets in the
areas outlined in Table 4.2.1.
Table 4.2.1 Technological Factors - Impact on Service Delivery
Technological Factor
Impact on Service Delivery
Trend for increasing mass limits for trucks and heavy
vehicles

Increased turning radius required at intersections and road
widening required at driveways
Increased rate of deterioration of road surface and pavement if
road not upgraded/ designed to accommodate heavier vehicles

Increased dimensions of agricultural equipment

Load limit restrictions may be required on road network bridges –
see Bridge AMP
Increased demand for vegetation clearing and roadside slashing
(already evident in Community Survey feedback)
Damage to guide posts on roadsides and bridges

The technology changes that may occur in the form of design or construction materials for roads, road
pavements, and surfaces, are not considered to have significant impact for at least the next 5-10 years.
Technological change tends to filter incrementally into any changes in design standards and construction
methodologies. Materials used in road construction and maintenance include gravels, bituminous products and
cement. Design of road pavements is standardised and outlined by specifications and standards developed by
VicRoads, Austroads, and ARRB, and is guided by in-house experience and the collaboration and sharing of
information between local government organisations.
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The price of crude oil in the future may impact on the cost of bituminous products, with potential to lead to
developments of alternatives in the future. There will necessarily be a period of evaluation before these are
implemented on a wide scale. The most likely impact for the foreseeable future are increasing costs of
bituminous products used for road surface seals.

4.3 Demand Management Plan
Demand management may be defined as the active intervention in the market to influence demand for services
and assets with forecast consequences, usually to avoid capital expenditure. Demand management is based on
the notion that as needs are satisfied expectations rise automatically and almost every action taken to satisfy
demand will stimulate further demand.
Demand management components include:
• Operation – modification of access to an asset
• Regulation – restriction on type of use of an asset
• Incentives – influence the use of an asset
• Education – promotion of alternatives.
Indigo Shire benefits from the connectivity provided by link roads throughout the Shire which are owned and
maintained by VicRoads. These link roads deal with the large majority of commuter, visitor/ tourism related,
industry related, and through traffic in the Shire.
It is planned that demand for new services from Indigo Shire’s road assets will be managed through a
combination of:
• maintaining existing road network services;
• prioritised upgrading of segments of the road network to meet increased demand with upgrades
programmed in accord with Capital and Operational funding constraints (‘whole of life’ costs);
• construction of extensions to road network as new developments occur, with new assets funded by
proponents of the development in accord with required road standards.
Council is responsible for the on-going development of a close working relationship with the community in order
to manage expectations and demand in a planned way as part of this demand management process.
Opportunities identified for demand management are shown in Table 4.3.1.
Table 4.3.1 Demand Management Plan - Summary
Impact on road network from Demand
Demand Management Plan
1. Increased vehicle traffic flows

- recognised upgrades to cater for increased traffic flows be prioritised
and programmed in accord with this plan, the road hierarchy and
Capital and Operational funding constraints

2. Higher vehicle mass limits

- undertake measured and strategic development of higher vehicle
mass limit routes
- recognised upgrades to cater for higher mass limits be prioritised
and programmed in accord with Capital and Operational funding
constraints

3. Access to new residential, commercial or
industrial developments

- linkages for all new developments to be the responsibility of and to
be constructed by the developer to required road standards
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5. LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN
The lifecycle management plan outlines what management options and strategies are planned in order to
manage the assets at an agreed level of service while optimising overall life cycle costs.

5.1 Background
For the purposes of this plan road asset and road infrastructure are generic terms used to refer to Council owned
and managed roads comprising:
• formation – refers to the ground conditions upon which the road is constructed, cut (excavation), fill, cut
to fill, or natural surface;
• pavement – material used to provide strength to the road in allowing it to withstand traffic, usually gravel
layers of differing thickness for roads in this asset management plan;
• sealed surface – usually bituminous seals or asphalt placed over the pavement, to protect the surface of
the pavement from damage under traffic and due to weather;
• kerbs – used to retain pavement and direct surface water from the road surface to the drainage system.
Other infrastructure not considered as part of this Road Asset Management Plan include:
• footpaths;
• street furniture, including signage, bollards, rubbish bins, seating, and street lighting;
• street trees.

5.1.1 Physical Parameters
Unsealed roads for which Council are responsible for will generally comprise an underlying formation with a top
layer of pavement gravel/ crushed rock as the trafficable surface. Roads without a top layer of pavement are
generally for emergency or dry-weather access traffic only.
Sealed roads generally take higher traffic volumes, and are constructed with various layers of gravel/ crushed
rock (sometimes the crushed rock is cement treated) and then topped with a bituminous aggregate seal. The
function of the seal is to provide a lasting weatherproof wearing surface on the road. Seals are designed and
applied according to local ground conditions as well as consideration of traffic volumes to be carried on the
roads.
The unsealed road and sealed road assets covered by this Road Asset Management Plan are summarised in
Table 5.1.1.1 Unsealed Road Summary and Table 5.1.1.2 Sealed Road Summary following.
Table 5.1.1.1 Unsealed Road Summary
Unsealed Road
Type
No Pavement
Gravel

Pavement
Description

No Pavement –
Formation only
<100mm depth
100mm depth
150mm depth
TOTALS Unsealed Roads

Length
(km)

Replacement Value $M (2011)

96.2 km

Kerb
-

Formation
$1.08M

534 km
396 km
1.1 km
1,027 km

$0.07M
$0.07M

$6.03M
$4.48M
$0.01M
$11.60M

Pavement
0
$2.35M
$7.22M
$0.05M
$9.62M

Total Replacement Value $21.29M
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Table 5.1.1.2 Sealed Road Summary
Sealed Road Type

Length

Replacement Value $M (2011)

(km)

Kerb

Urban Roads
Link
11.6 km
Collector
8.9 km
Local
76.9 km
(Urban Roads Subtotal 97.4 km)
Rural Roads
Link
91.5 km
Collector
137 km
Local
110 km
(Rural Roads Subtotal 338 km)
TOTALS Sealed Roads
436 km

Formation

Pavement

Seal

$1.95M
$0.48M
$6.27M

$0.38M
$0.29M
$2.55M

$2.57M
$2.50M
$17.95M

$0.35M
$0.33M
$2.47M

-

$3.03M
$4.53M
$3.64M

$12.82M
$18.19M
$13.51M

$2.61M
$3.02M
$2.18M

$8.69M

$14.42M

$67.54M

$10.96M

Total Replacement Value $101.6M

A major focus of road maintenance and renewal activities is directed towards the maintenance of sealed
surfaces - details of the sealed surfaces are provided in the following Table 5.1.1.3. A component summary for
all roads is shown in Table 5.1.1.4.
Table 5.1.1.3 Sealed Surfaces Summary
Seal type

Description

Primer seals
Asphalt
Final seal
Reseal
C170 bitumen
PMB (polymer mod. bitumen)
Other
Special treatments
Totals Sealed Surfaces

Initial treatment
Seal

Length
m

Area
m2

Average
life years

Replacement
Value

18,986
3,301
32,208
296,014
71,879
13,416
435,804 m

101,484
26,467
203,259
1,786,931
424,947
84,945
2,628,033 m2

5-12
20
13-16
13-16
12-15
5-16

$392,853
$548,207
$656,702
$6,494,936
$2,421,249
$441,412
$10,955,359

Table 5.1.1.4 Roads Component Summary
Formation

Gravel
Pavement

1,463km

931km

$26.0M

$77.2M

Length
(% length of network)
Replacement Value $M
(% value of network)

Sealed
Surface

Kerb

Sealed
Roads

436km

125km

$10.9M

$8.8M

436km
(30%)
$101.6M
(83%)

Unsealed
Roads
1,027km
(70%)
$21.3M
(17%)

Grand
Total
1,463 km
$122.9M

5.1.2 Asset Capacity/ Performance
Council’s road assets generally have the capacity to meet current demand and there is significant capacity to
support additional traffic volumes, as indicated in the following Table 5.1.2.1.
Table 5.1.2.1 Indicative Traffic Volumes by Road Classification – in Average Vehicles per Day
Class of Road
Link
Collector
Local
Limited Access
Totals (km)
Proportion of network by Length
Road Asset Management Plan V1.0

0 - 5 vpd
271 km
271 km
18%

0 - 49 vpd
4.5 km
646 km
651 km
44.5%

50 - 149 vpd
8.8 km
94.8 km
186 km
289 km
20%

150 - 999 vpd
86.6km
63.5 km
80.6 km
231 km
16%

> 1000 vpd
11.6km
5.5 km
4.3 km
21.5 km
1.5%
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As outlined previously, there is increasing demand for network access by higher mass limit vehicles with the
associated demand to upgrade gravel pavements, seals, intersections and lane widths on potential access
routes. The strategic gazetting of formal B-double routes in conjunction with VicRoads is a possible measure to
control this demand.

5.1.3 Asset Condition
Inspections of varying detail are required on a regular basis to continually monitor the condition and performance
of Council roads. The various levels of inspections are in accordance with the Road Maintenance Classification
detailed in Section 2.5 of Council’s Road Management Plan. The Road Maintenance Classification is determined
according to the Road Hierarchy and traffic volumes. Additional condition inspections may be required after
major flooding events or to coincide with asset revaluation requirements.
Council commissions a comprehensive inspection of the entire road network on a 4 yearly basis to provide a
condition assessment of the following sub-assets:
- formation – for sealed and unsealed roads
- pavement – for sealed and unsealed roads (some unsealed roads have no pavement)
- seal – for sealed roads
- kerbs.
An assessment of all Council’s road assets completed in 2009 by Moloneys Asset Management Systems
(MAMS) found that Council’s sealed road assets are being well maintained and therefore performing well.
However, the 2009 MAMS Road Report expressed concern over the condition of the unsealed road assets.
Comments from the report are reproduced below:
•
•
•
•

“the sealed surface assets (reseals) were found to be in excellent overall condition and have clearly
been very well managed over a long period”;
“sealed road pavements were found to be in fair overall condition. Isolated failures on the assets were at
a very low level by industry standards, again indicating very sound management practices”;
“the unsealed road pavements were found to be in relatively poor condition by industry standards, but
were being greatly assisted by good subgrades and dry conditions”;
“kerb assets found to be in very poor overall condition with the highest extent of poor condition assets
we have ever encountered. Funding needs to be lifted for this asset class. “

A random check of roads undertaken as part of the preparation of this asset management plan confirmed the
conditions recorded in the May 2009 Moloney's Road Report as equivalent to current road asset conditions
(except for 2010-11 water damage from high intensity rainfall events). Note that the MAMS comments were
made prior to the flood and wet weather damage of late 2010 and early 2011. The water damage to roads has
been documented by Council’s Civil Operations unit and is targeted for rectification as part of the remedial works
funded by VicRoads and organised by the Shire for the second half of 2011.
The various road sub-assets are rated on a 0 to 10 condition scale, with condition 0 representing a new asset
element while 10 is an asset with no remaining life – refer Table 5.1.3.1. This scale is in line with current
condition rating practises, including Moloney modelling formats. The asset condition information is used for (1)
programming road maintenance, and for (2) input into the Moloneys modelling software used to model Councils’
itemised renewal gap for all asset categories.
Table 5.1.3.1 Road Condition Ratings
Condition
Rating
0
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10

Description

Comment

New
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor

Just completed, upgraded or repaired
Negligible signs of deterioration. Only planned maintenance required
Minor deterioration evident. Minor maintenance required in addition to planned maintenance
Deterioration evident, some loss of service, significant maintenance required
Limitations in serviceability. Significant renewal/ upgrade or replacement required
Unserviceable
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Summary graphs of the roads condition assessment undertaken by Moloney Asset Management Systems in
2009 showing the distribution of condition ratings for each road sub-asset class are provided in Figure 5.1.3.1,
Figure 5.1.3.2, Figure 5.1.3.3 and Figure 5.1.3.4 following.
Figure 5.1.3.1
Sealed Road Pavement Condition Distribution

Weighted average condition 3.78
General comment – good condition

Figure 5.1.3.3
Sealed Surfaces Condition Distribution

Weighted average condition 2.97
General comment – very good condition

Figure 5.1.3.2
Unsealed Road Pavement Condition Distribution

Weighted average condition 4.03
General comment – poor condition

Figure 5.1.3.4
Kerb Condition Distribution

Weighted average condition 4.15
General comment – poor condition

5.1.4 Asset Valuations
The accounted value of Council’s road assets reported in Indigo Shire Council’s 2010 Annual Report is
summarised below:
• Current Replacement Cost
$122,439,241
• Depreciated Replacement Cost
$83,847,912
• Accumulated Depreciation
$38,591,329
• Annual Depreciation Expense
$2,386,112.
The data contained in the Moloneys Asset Management Systems road spreadsheet database is used to
generate asset valuations. These valuations are based on the inventory of road segments; construction unit rates
for the formations, pavements, kerbs and seals; and condition assessments. The inventory, unit rates and
condition is reviewed and updated on an annual basis to provide currency for asset and accounting valuations.
The reviews also serve to verify the depreciated replacement cost.

5.1.5 Historical Data
Detailed historical data relating to road asset inventory and valuations can be found in archived Moloneys Asset
Management System files on Council’s server system.
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Historical financial information on road replacement cost, depreciated replacement cost, accumulated
depreciation, annual depreciation expense, capital works and operational expenditure can be found within
Council’s annual reports and associated financial archives.

5.2 Risk Management Plan
5.2.1 Risk Assessment
An assessment of risks associated with Council’s service delivery including risks associated with infrastructure
assets has identified critical risks to Council. The risk assessment process identifies credible risks, the likelihood
of the risk event occurring, the consequences should the event occur, develops a risk rating, evaluates the risk
and develops a risk treatment plan for non-acceptable risks.
Critical risks are identified in Council’s corporate risk management plan and Risk Register. Relevant road related
and associated risks are included in Council’s Risk Register Recommended Action List dated March 2011, and
are summarised in Table 5.2.1.1.
Table 5.2.1.1 Critical Road Related Asset Risks and Treatment Plans
Risk Description

What can Happen

Risk Rating
Inherent

Residual

Risk Treatment Plan

Poor Contractor Management
and monitoring (compliance
with Council policies and
procedures)

Contractors not managed in
areas of insurance
requirements, quality, licensing,
etc. Consequences include
OH&S risks/ injury, financial
loss, public liability claims, and
poor reputation

Significant

Significant

Formulate and implement contractor
policy and procedures, including
Maddocks standard contract
documents, provision of Safety
Handbook for Contractors,
contractor and site inductions, and
provision of evidence of contactor’s
insurances

Poor management of assets

Structural damage, risk of
failure, OH&S risks/ injury,
reduced service, economic
impacts, financial loss, public
liability claims

High

Significant

Inspection and condition
assessment of Road Assets in
accordance with Road Management
Plan. Complete, adopt and
implement a Road Asset
Management Plan. Review of
current Road Management Plan

Poor response to climate
change

Assets are poorly designed with
future liabilities/ life cycle costs

Significant

Significant

Monitoring of emissions from
Council assets. New, upgrade and
replacement works to consider
possible effects of climate change.

Poor Management of Council
street trees

OH&S risks/ injury, economic
impacts, financial loss, public
liability claims, loss of public
amenity, aesthetics & character

High

Significant

Poor management of isolated
areas

OH&S risks/ injury of people
working alone

Medium

Medium

Tree Register being prepared along
with review of process for recording
and monitoring of street tree
maintenance and installation. Tree
Maintenance Officer employed
Work in Isolation Policy and ensure
implementation

Poor contract budgeting
process

Inaccurate cost estimations
leading to budget overexpenditure

Significant

Medium

Implementation of the capital works
filter which scrutinises cost
estimation and contingency.
Consultant to undertake
independent review of capital works
costings and scope

Lack of or inadequate
insurance

Financial loss from public
liability claims

Low

Low

Undertake audits and reviews,
implement audit recommendations

In addition to the above program, risks are managed in accordance with the procedures outlined in Sections 2.5
to 2.7 of the Road Management Plan. Roads have risks associated with initial construction, maintenance works,
and degradation from use over time. Risks associated with construction and maintenance activities are managed
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by Council’s Major Projects and Programs unit under activity specific risk management plans (such as traffic
management or traffic control plans, and activity specific Safe Work Method Statements), and in accordance with
applicable OH&S requirements.
Risks associated with the degradation from use of the road are managed by periodic inspections (proactive) or
through response to customer service requests (Conquest) under the requirements and response times outlined
in Council’s Road Management Plan. Remedial works are programmed according to the type and severity of the
road defect. In addition, an accredited engineer undertakes a comprehensive inspection and assessment of the
condition of the road network on a 4 yearly basis. Operational risks and treatment plans are summarised in the
following Table 5.2.1.2.
Table 5.2.1.2 Operational Road Asset Risks and Treatment Plans
Risk Description

What can happen

Risk treatment Plan

Failure of segments of
the road network

Loss of network connectivity
Greater travel time
Loss of emergency access
Hazards to vehicular traffic

Condition inspections on 4-5 year basis. Update Roads register, review funding
required for future years

Road pavement /
surface failure
Road delineation /
sight distances
Obstructions

Hazards to vehicular traffic

Roads designed and constructed to VicRoads and Council standards
(Infrastructure Design Manual)
Network inspected and maintained in accordance with Road Management Plan
Network inspected and maintained in accordance with Road Management Plan

Hazards to vehicular traffic

Network inspected and maintained in accordance with Road Management Plan

5.2.2 Insurance
Council insures its roads principally for Public Liability Risk, with this insurance currently covered through Civic
Mutual Plus – CMP (2011).
Council’s Road Management Plan to a large extent drives the way Councils manage the public liability risks
associated with their road assets. The Road Management Plan outlines how Council intends to manage the
inspection and rectification of condition defects on its road network. Council are generally not liable for property
and public liability claims/ damages on the road network if they operate in accord with their Road Management
Plan.
Council’s insurer (CMP) conducts regular 2-yearly external audits on Council’s Road Management Plan
compliance that scores how well Council manages its risk in this area. The resulting audit score is then
benchmarked against other Councils and used as a factor in determining insurance premium liabilities for coming
year(s). Council’s risk manager has an overall responsibility for continuous improvement in Councils risk
management procedures to enable audit results to improve over time.

5.3 Routine Maintenance Plan
Routine maintenance is the regular on-going work that is necessary to keep assets operating, including
instances where portions of the asset fail and need immediate repair to make the asset operational again.

5.3.1 Maintenance Plan
Maintenance includes reactive, planned and cyclic maintenance work activities:
• Reactive maintenance is unplanned repair work carried out in response to service requests and
management/ supervisory directions, and often impacts on service and safety. Examples include the
repair of isolated damage to surface seals, such as potholes.
• Planned maintenance includes items that are found through routine inspections and general operation,
and have high priority or impact, but pose no immediate threat to service or safety. Examples include
the grading of gravel roads.
• Cyclic maintenance is the service/ replacement of an asset’s less significant components and
inspections that are undertaken on a regular cycle. Examples include the replacement of missing guide
posts.
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Council is responsible for funding maintenance on its owned road network. Road maintenance is funded within
the Civil Operations area of the Major Projects and Programs unit as part of Council’s operational budget.
Routine road inspections and proactive condition assessments performed in accordance with the Road
Management Plan identify isolated failures and recommend actions and remedial works. Council’s maintenance
plan is shown in Table 5.3.1.1.
Table 5.3.1.1 Maintenance Plan
Road Maintenance Process/
Item
Post-flooding inspections
Reactive Maintenance Requests –
logged on to Conquest asset
works order system
Planned Maintenance – value <
$5,000
Planned Maintenance – value >
$5,000
Cyclic Maintenance - including
inspections

Maintenance Plan/ Strategy
Inspect roads in flooded areas, issue work orders as required, document damage to
lodge claims as required, suspend Road Management Plan as required.
Request allocated to Civil Operations unit for inspection/ issue of work order– all work
order actions to be monitored and completed in a timely manner.
Planned maintenance identified by periodic condition assessments with works
prioritisation by Civil Operations within available operational budget.
Planned maintenance identified by periodic condition assessments with works
prioritisation by Civil Operations within capital works budget and in accordance with
the Capital Works Evaluation tool.
Cyclic maintenance is programmed by Civil Operations and costed within available
operational budget.

Customer requests have been recorded on the Conquest system since 2004. Total requests recorded on the
Conquest system relating to roads averaged approximately 10 per month in 2008 and then increased
significantly in 2009 when a change to reporting was implemented. Further increases were experienced in late
2010 and early 2011 due to high intensity rain and flooding events. The extent of reactive maintenance required
as a result of these recent events has severely stretched Council’s resources and resulted in the temporary
suspension of Council’s Road Management Plan requirements in early 2011. Due to the significant damage
caused by the flooding, Council resourced financial assistance from the State Government for required
remediation works.

5.3.2 Standards and Specifications
Maintenance work is carried out in accordance with the following standards and specifications:
• Indigo Shire Road Maintenance Activity Specification (Sep 2009) - based on AUSPEC #4 by IPWEA
• Infrastructure Design Manual (where applicable)
• Vicroads standards (where applicable).
Road maintenance works are normally undertaken by Council works crews or contractors engaged for these
works by the Civil Operations unit. The person(s) undertaking the works are to have appropriate insurance cover
and be experienced and licensed as required for the type of works being undertaken and the management of
traffic at the works site. The use of any person(s) for works outside of these requirements, and/ or not working in
accordance with relevant standards and work practices, would create significant risks for Council.
Proactive inspections to assess maintenance works are carried out in accordance with the Road Maintenance
Classification as detailed in Section 2.5 of the Road Management Plan. The C4 and C3 categories in the road
maintenance classification are the highest levels of maintenance classification and require 3 monthly inspections;
the C2 classification requires 6 monthly inspections; the C1 classification requires annual inspections; and the LA
classification requires discretionary inspections only or inspections in response to customer requests. Road
maintenance classifications are shown in Figure 5.3.2.1 following.
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Figure 5.3.2.1 Road Maintenance Classification Code
Road Classification
Rural Link
Rural Collector
Rural Access
Rural Limited Access
Urban Link
Urban Collector
Urban Access
Urban Limited Access

0-49
C2
C1
C1
LA
C3
C2
C1
LA

Traffic Count - Vehicles per day
50-149
150-999
C3
C4
C3
C3
C2
C2
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
C3
C4
C2
C4
C2
C3
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

>1000
C4
C4
C3
Not Applicable
C4
C4
C3
Not Applicable

5.3.3 Summary of Future Costs
Council is responsible for funding maintenance on its road network and sections of the arterial road network for
which it may be responsible for as defined in the Road Management Act 2004. Examples of such sections
include parking bays along arterial roads through town centres such as Ford Street in Beechworth and Conness
Street in Chiltern. Road maintenance is funded within the Civil Operations area of the Major Projects and
Programs unit as part of Council’s operational budget.
Future maintenance costs have been forecast on the following basis:
• Road asset inventory to increase in line with recent history at 0.1% per annum
• Routine inspections and corresponding cyclic maintenance items in road network are completed
annually in accordance with the Road Management Plan;
• Significant maintenance items due to particular flood or disaster events are not included in the
maintenance budget and are funded via emergency grant funding applications.
Current and forecast future maintenance costs are shown in Table 5.3.3.1.
Table 5.3.3.1 Annual Maintenance Costs – Current and Future
Cost Centre

2007-2008
Actual

2008-2009
Actual

2009-2010
Actual

2010/11
Budget

Forecast Future
Maintenance Cost

Urban Roads
Rural Roads
Emergency Routine Maintenance
Line Marking
Kerb & Channel Routine Maintenance
Gravel Roads
Local Rds - Major Rd Patching
Signage
Local Rds Mgt Overhead
*Works Officer Assets – RMP Compliance
Total
* Estimate only

564,788
891,245
3,816
15,777
3,899
177,000
24,852
1,574
43,162
*34,600
$1,760,713

575,096
835,744
13,559
22,512
741
84
61,243
15,512
59,848
*36,300
$1,620,639

662,416
1,011,887
7,698
0
0
71
82,268
(56)
53,224
*38,100
$1,855,608

617,765
892,164
20,725
20,000
20,000
0
50,000
(1,000)
60,148
*40,000
$1,719,802

$680,000
$890,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
(renewal works)
(renewal works)
$10,000
$60,000
$42,000
$1,742,000

Using the assumptions outlined, the forecast future annual maintenance cost to Council increases only in line
with the growth projection of 0.1%. The maintenance budget will allow for routine, planned and cyclic
maintenance and inspections to be completed in accordance with the Road Management Plan. Any large items
identified from the inspections are allocated to the capital works renewal budget.
The planned pro-active inspections and associated maintenance works will enable mitigation of minor
maintenance issues and identification of larger works items. This maintenance strategy is aimed at maintaining
road surface seals at a condition rating of 7.1 or less and pavements at an average condition rating of 7.8 or
less. The pro-active inspections will also allow for:
• Any identified renewal works backlog to be then completed as part of the capital works renewal budget;
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•

Timely identification of future maintenance/ renewal works which are then programmed for completion
within the capital works budget.

5.4 Renewal/ Replacement Plan
Renewal expenditure is major work that does not increase the asset’s design capacity but restores, rehabilitates,
replaces or renews an existing asset to its original capacity. Work over and above restoring an asset to original
capacity is classified as upgrade/ expansion or new works.

5.4.1 Renewal Plan
The typical type of renewal work undertaken for roads is:
•
•
•
•

reseals – renewing the top surface seal layer of sealed roads;
major patching – pavement repair/ replacements prior to re-sealing sealed roads;
gravel re-sheeting – renewing the gravel pavement of gravel (unsealed) roads;
kerb replacements – replacing kerbs that are in poor or unserviceable condition.

The delivery of the renewal works as part of the capital works program is the responsibility of Council's Major
Projects & Programs unit. The unit is also responsible for selection of the road assets to be renewed as part of
the annual capital works program.
Road segments and components requiring renewal are identified from 4 yearly condition assessments
(primarily), regular inspections (as per the Road Management Plan), the investigation of customer requests, and
on-site investigations. Road condition assessments together with data on degradation of seals and pavements
over time form the basis for forecasting renewal expenditure forecasts within this Road Asset Management Plan.
The road condition assessments identify those road segments requiring renewal, and provide a means of
prioritising segments requiring renewal, based on their component condition rating. The decision to fund the
renewal of any particular road segment in any particular year is made during the formulation of the annual
Council budget. Preparation of the annual Council budget takes into consideration competing demands for funds
from different Council service areas. This may result in renewals being delayed or deferred as appropriate and
may occur where higher priority works are required on other infrastructure assets, there are short term peaks in
expenditure, or an inadequate revenue base exists. Deferred works are registered within the long term capital
works program.
The general renewal plan is to renew or replace assets/ asset components when justified by (1) risk of failure, (2)
poor asset performance/ condition, (3) economics in relation to replacement cost being more economic than
continuous repair costs, or (4) efficiency of new technology and/ or management practices.
Renewal works are funded within the capital works budget process by a combination of grant funding (such as
the Roads to Recovery federal funding) and Council funding. Upgrade works to roads may also encompass a
significant renewal component as part of the project scope.

5.4.2 Renewal Standards
Renewal work is carried out in accordance with the following standards and specifications:
• VicRoads standards
• Infrastructure Design Manual
• Australian standards.
Road renewal works are undertaken by Council works crews or contractors engaged for these works by the Civil
Operations unit. The person(s) undertaking the works are to have appropriate insurance cover and be
experienced and licensed as required for the type of works being undertaken and the management of traffic at
the works site. The use of any person(s) for works outside of these requirements, and/ or not working in
accordance with relevant standards and work practices, would create significant risks for Council.
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5.4.3 Summary of Future Costs
Future road renewal funding requirements have been modelled using the Moloney Asset Management
Systems (MAMS) modelling software. The MAMS model is a network-based model that forecasts the
expected financial performance of asset groups using aggregated data for sub-asset components. It commences
with the present condition distribution of an asset group and models the degradation of each sub-asset within the
asset grouping over time in accordance with predetermined asset degradation curves. The asset degradation
curves used have been prepared by MAMS using data collected over many years from across the State of
Victoria, based on long term monitoring of asset performance and technical assumptions.
Future funding requirements for road assets has been modelled by considering three main groupings of road
assets – (1) sealed urban roads, (2) sealed rural roads, and (3) unsealed (gravel) roads. High traffic and low
traffic roads are separated to allow for differences in surface seals and pavements. Higher specification (and
therefore higher cost) pavements and seals are generally designed and used on higher trafficked roads.
The condition at which an asset is proposed for renewal is called the intervention level. Roads and their asset
components typically have a safe or practical useful life less than condition 10. Roads may be considered
unserviceable and unsafe at conditions 8, 9 and 10, with renewal of components such as seals required before
the end of seal life to minimise the consequential degradation of the surface and underlying pavement.
The modelling parameters for the 3 defined road asset groupings and their sub asset components including
asset unit rates, asset life, intervention level, and the asset life in years to intervention, is outlined in the following
Table 5.4.3.1. All modelled outcomes are shown in 2011 dollar values.
Table 5.4.3.1 Modelling Parameters – Unit Rates, Adopted Life and Intervention Levels
Road Asset Grouping

Sub Asset Component

Unit Rate $

Sealed Urban Roads

Sealed Gravel Pavement High Traffic
Sealed Gravel Pavement Low Traffic
Sealed Surface High Traffic
Sealed Surface Low Traffic
Kerbs
Sealed Gravel Pavement High Traffic
Sealed Gravel Pavement Low Traffic
Sealed Surface High Traffic
Sealed Surface Low Traffic
Unsealed Gravel Pavement High Traffic
Unsealed Gravel Pavement Low Traffic

27.70/ m2
17.70/ m2
4.66/ m2
4.47/ m2
70/ lm
27.70/ m2
17.70/ m2
4.18/ m2
3.73/ m2
4.12/ m2
1.15/ m2

Sealed Rural Roads

Unsealed (Gravel) Roads

Asset
Life
70
80
16
18
66
70
80
16
18
30
40

Intervention
Level :I.L.
7.8
7.8
7.1
7.1
9.0
7.8
7.8
7.1
7.1
8.0
9.5

Life in Yrs
to I.L.
65
75
15
17
65
65
75
15
17
29
40

The predicted annual renewal expenditure requirement for the 3 road groups between 2012 and 2032 is shown
in Figure 5.4.3.1. The total road annual renewal budget is forecast at $2.1M - $2.3M in the 2012-32 period.
Figure 5.4.3.1 Predicted Annual Renewal Expenditure Requirement – All Roads
ANNUAL RENEWAL REQUIREMENT IN $
To Treat All Assets that Reach Intervention - Separated by Asset Group
$2,500,000

Unseal Road
Group

$2,000,000

$1,500,000

Rural Roads
Group
$1,000,000

$500,000

Urban Roads
Group

$0

2012

2014

2016

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

2028

2030

Year Ahead
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The forecast required annual renewal expenditure for each of the 3 road asset groupings and their respective
sub assets is shown separately in Figure 5.4.3.2, Figure 5.4.3.3 and Figure 5.4.3.4 following.
Figure 5.4.3.2 Predicted Annual Renewal Requirement – (1) Urban Sealed Roads
PREDICTED ANNUAL RENEWAL EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENT IN $
To Treat All Assets that Reach Intervention - Separated by Asset Class

All Kerbs

$900,000
$800,000

Sealed Surface
(Low Traffic) Urban
Local Access

$700,000
$600,000

Sealed Surface
(High Traffic) Urban
Link & Collector

$500,000
$400,000
$300,000

Gravel Pavement
(Low Traffic) Urban Local Access

$200,000
$100,000
$0
2012

2014

2016

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

2028

2030

Gravel Pavement
(High Traffic) Urban
- Link & Collector

Year Ahead

Figure 5.4.3.3 Predicted Annual Renewal Requirement – (2) Rural Sealed Roads
PREDICTED ANNUAL RENEWAL EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENT IN $
To Treat All Assets that Reach Intervention - Separated by Asset Class

Sealed Surface
(Low Traffic)
Rural

$1,600,000
$1,400,000

Sealed Surface
(High Traffic)
Rural

$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000

Gravel
Pavement (Low
Traffic) Rural Local Access

$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$0
2012

2014

2016
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2024
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2028

2030
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Traffic) Rural Link & Collector

Year Ahead

Figure 5.4.3.4 Predicted Annual Renewal Requirement – (3) Unsealed (Gravel) Roads
PREDICTED ANNUAL RENEWAL EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENT IN $
To Treat All Assets that Reach Intervention - Separated by Asset Class
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In comparison to the modelled renewal expenditure provided in the above Figures, actual and budgeted
expenditure for 2008-09, 2009-10 and 2010-11, with the forecast required renewal expenditure for 2013, are
shown in the following Table 5.4.3.2 for information.
Table 5.4.3.2 Annual Renewal Costs – Current and Future
Road Component

2008-2009
Actual ($)

2009-2010
Actual ($)

2010-2011
Budget ($)

Roads - general
Reseals
Gravel Pavement Re-Sheeting
Kerbs
Total

350,622
763,015
300,461
11,766
$1,425,864

572,297
797,862
405,138
64,192
$1,839,489

649,517
797,128
409,302
30,000
$1,885,947

Forecast Future Renewal Cost –
Indicative Modeled Result for 2013
$689,535
$581,655
$450,347
$483,148
$2,204,685

Renewal costs are based foundationally on the unit rates used for asset renewal and the adopted asset life as
shown in Table 5.4.3.1 Modelling Parameters – Unit Rates, Adopted Life and Intervention Levels. The following
items require further investigation and review moving forward:
1. Kerb renewal rates and asset lives, particularly in respect to the renewal or redesign of existing kerbs in
the older streets of Indigo’s historic townships. The current rate used of $70/ lm is a ‘greenfields’ rate for
concrete kerb and gutter, with this unit rate being understated for replacement of existing kerb and
gutter (i.e. ‘brownfields). Also, the cost of the older style kerb redesign and/ or replacement is
significantly greater than traditional concrete kerb and gutter.
2. Gravel pavement re-sheeting rates, particularly the unit rate used for low trafficked rural roads.
3. Reseal unit rates, with rates used being for larger m2 areas of roads. Resealing of large areas in any
one required seal type is not necessarily the practical outworking of annual resealing contracts – reseal
rates may require a factor adjustment upwards to cater for the typically smaller reseal areas that are
tendered annually.
A review of unit rates and asset life inclusive of benchmarking of these parameters with other North East
Councils is included as an item in the improvement plan outlined in Section 8 of this Plan.

5.5 Creation/ Acquisition/ Upgrade Plan
New works are those works that create a new asset that did not previously exist, or works which upgrade or
improve an asset beyond its existing capacity or performance. These improvements may result from service
needs and changes in service provision or levels of service. Road infrastructure upgrade works include items
such as road widening and the sealing of a gravel road. New works include new roads constructed as part of a
residential or industrial subdivision by developers and granted to Council.

5.5.1 Selection Criteria
New assets and the upgrade/ expansion of existing assets are identified from various sources such as
community and Councillor requests, proposals identified by strategic plans, and partnerships with other
organisations.
The focus of this creation/ acquisition/ upgrade plan is primarily road upgrade works and not new roads. Given
the level of connectivity of the existing road network there is no indicated medium to long term demand for the
creation of new Council-funded roads. Other than for residential or industrial development undertaken by
developers, Council does not foresee any requirement to construct totally new roads within the Shire. As such,
private developers will provide the demand, and therefore the capital, for construction of new roads with Council
taking ownership and responsibility for maintenance of these roads after completion. Funding for maintenance on
these roads will flow indirectly from increased rates on newly created lots.
Council is generally responsible for funding road upgrades from the Capital Budget. The upgrade of existing road
assets are identified from strategic plans, which consider results of traffic studies and traffic counts as well as
other sources such as community and Councillor requests, and/or specific requests from businesses or
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developers. In the case of requests for upgrades from private industry or developers, Council routinely seeks a
significant or full contribution to funding before upgrade works are undertaken. The Community Surveys
identified Special Charge Schemes as a recommended consideration in the potential upgrade of roads. In the
case of Special Charge Schemes, a levy would be imposed on adjacent benefitting landowners.
Project scoping, capital works submissions to Council, applications for project grant funding, and the delivery of
adopted capital works (including new and upgrade works) is the responsibility of Council's Major Projects &
Programs unit.
Upgrade works are prioritised and programmed using the Capital Works Evaluation tool as part of the annual
capital works budgeting process. The status of the road (Link, Collector or Local Access) and traffic volume is
given consideration in recommending any particular segment of road to be upgraded. Capital works selection
criteria would typically include issues such as:
1. Relevance to Council’s goals and community priorities
2. Alignment to core business
3. Community need
4. Anticipated benefits
5. Environmental impacts
6. ‘Whole of Life’ costs
7. Impact on and relationship to existing services/ infrastructure
8. Analysis of non-asset solutions
9. Forecast utilisation rates (traffic volumes)
10. Access by all
11. Construction, materials and design standards
12. Value for money.

5.5.2 Standards and Specifications
Standards and specifications for new assets and for upgrade/ expansion of existing assets are the same as
those shown for renewal in Section 5.4.2.

5.5.3 Summary of Future Costs
There is no forecast demand for new roads in the next 10 years as:
• There is a high level of connectivity of the existing road network with no forecast demand for new road
links;
• Growth forecasts can be accommodated within the capacity of the existing road network.
This Nil demand excludes developer funded new roads. Recent 2010-11 examples of developer funded urban
road segments include the Wahgunyah Heights development (240m), Sheehan Drive Beechworth (140m), and
Howlong Road Barnawartha service road (93m).
There is a moderate forecast demand for road upgrades in the next 10 years as:
• There is a trend toward the use of higher mass limit vehicles, with agricultural, timber and other
industries using higher mass limit vehicles requiring higher levels of access over time;
• The demand for the improved amenity provided by a sealed road rather than an unsealed road is
increasing;
• Sealing of roads and unsealed road shoulders on selected urban streets aids in the minimisation of
maintenance works on roads and drainage infrastructure after flooding events.
Current and forecasted future road upgrade costs are shown in 2011 dollar values in Table 5.5.3.1.
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Table 5.5.3.1 Annual New and Upgrade Costs – Current and Future
Road Component
All Roads
Kerbs
Total

2008-2009
Actual ($)

2009-2010
Actual ($)

2010-2011
Budget ($)

Forecast Future New/ Upgrade
Cost

263,355
$263,355

1,073,550
126,028
$1,199,578

1,052,807
$1,052,807

$125,000
(included in above component)
$125,000

The forecast expenditure is based on $250,000 expenditure for upgrade of road segments every second year,
being the equivalent expenditure of $125,000 per annum. This expenditure is to cover upgrade works such as
sealing of previously unsealed road segments, increasing the thickness of gravel pavements, or road widening to
cater for higher mass limit vehicles.

5.6 Disposal Plan
Disposal includes any activity associated with discarding a decommissioned asset including sale, demolition or
relocation. The disposal option requires careful consideration in service reviews and consideration of non-asset
based service delivery. Rationalisation of assets in this way eliminates future life-cycle costs associated with road
assets.
The Major Projects and Programs unit is responsible for investigating and actioning disposal strategies in
consultation with the community.
There are no road segments identified as surplus to requirements and/ or that warrant decommissioning in this
review of the road asset base.
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6. FINANCIAL SUMMARY
This section contains the financial requirements resulting from all the information presented in the previous
sections of this asset management plan. The financial projections are based on the available information and are
subject to continuous review.

6.1 Financial Statements and Projections
Council’s recent budget expenditure in the areas of road (1) maintenance, (2) renewal/ replacement, and (3)
new/ upgrade is shown in Table 6.1.1. Developers have funded new roads as part of industrial and residential
subdivision development and this private capital is not included in the tabulation. Council incurs the future
maintenance liability for these development roads further to their completion and handover.
Table 6.1.1 Road Expenditure: 2007-08 to 2010-11
Budget Year

Maintenance

Renewal /
Replacement

Upgrade

Total

2007-08

$1,760,712

Renewal/ Repl. + Upgrade = $1,422,098

2008-09

$1,620,639

$1,425,864

$263,355

$3,309,858

2009-10

$1,855,608

$1,839,489

$1,199,578

$4,894,675

2010-11

$1,719,802

$1,885,947

$1,052,807

$4,658,556

$3,182,810

The financial projections incorporating future costs identified in Section 5.3 Routine Maintenance Plan, Section
5.4 Renewal/ Replacement Plan, and Section 5.5 Creation Acquisition/ Upgrade Plan are detailed in Table 6.1.2.
Note that all costs are shown in 2011 dollar values.
Table 6.1.2 Projected 20 Year Operating and Capital Expenditure
Budget
Year

Maintenance

Road
Condition
Assessment

Renewal
Urban Sealed
Roads

Renewal
Rural Sealed
Roads

Renewal
Unsealed Roads

Upgrade

2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23
2023-24
2024-25
2025-26
2026-27
2027-28
2028-29
2029-30
2030-31
2031-32

$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000
$ 1,742,000

$60,000

$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000
$590,000

$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000
$1,120,000

$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000
$390,000

$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000
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New

Total
Per Annum Average

TOTALS
$

$3,902,000
$4,092,000
$3,842,000
$4,092,000
$3,902,000
$4,092,000
$3,842,000
$4,092,000
$3,902,000
$4,092,000
$3,842,000
$4,092,000
$3,902,000
$4,092,000
$3,842,000
$4,092,000
$3,902,000
$4,092,000
$3,842,000
$4,092,000
$79,640,000
$3,982,000
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6.1.1 Life Cycle Costs
Life cycle costs (or ‘whole of life’ costs) are the average annual costs that are required to sustain the levels of
service provided over the asset’s life. The 2009-10 life cycle costs are an addition of maintenance costs of
$1,855,608 plus asset consumption (depreciation) expense of $2,386,112. By adding these values, the average
annual life cycle cost for the services covered in this Road Asset Management Plan are approximately
$4,241,720.
Life cycle costs can be compared to life cycle expenditure to give an indicator of sustainability in service
provision. Life cycle expenditures will vary depending on the timing of asset renewals. Actual expenditure on
roads for 2008-09 and 2009-10 averaged $1,738,123 for maintenance expenditure plus capital renewal
expenditure of $1,632,677. Hence the average life cycle expenditure on council roads for the past 2 financial
years has averaged $3,370,800.
A gap between life cycle costs and life cycle expenditure gives an indication as to whether council is allocating
sufficient funds to cover the degradation of the road assets. The purpose of this plan is to develop asset
management strategies to provide current service levels in a sustainable manner.
The life cycle gap for roads as indicated above is $4,241,720 - $3,370,800 = $870,920 per annum. It should be
noted that the life cycle gap is the average gap over the life of the asset and differs from the renewal gap which
is the profiled gap for each year and dependent on condition and the degradation curve of the asset.
The life cycle sustainability index is life cycle expenditure/ life cycle cost = $3,370,800 / $4,241,720 = 79%.
This indicates that the life cycle of road assets has been 79% sustainable in recent years, with spending needing
to increase by 26% to achieve sustainability.

6.2 Funding Strategy
Sources for funding expenditure on roads include:
•
•
•
•
•

Council rate revenue;
Federal Government funding (e.g. Roads to Recovery) ;
State Government grants ( e.g. Roads to Market);
Private developers funding new or upgraded infrastructure, via direct funding or developer contributions;
Special Charges Schemes for funding upgrades of local roads and streets, subject to special conditions.

In general Council has the following priorities with respect to expenditure on roads:
1. Fulfil legislated obligations and responsibilities, and implement the Road Management Plan accordingly;
2. Maintain existing road network in a functional, reasonable and safe condition, and maintain network
connectivity and access to arterial road network;
3. Upgrade of specific road segments (and/ or intersections) to meet changes to service demands, and/ or
to reduce maintenance requirements.
The funding strategy to achieve the above priorities is to be confirmed and detailed in the formulation of the
Council 10 year long term financial plan. The funding required in the roads asset area requires assessment
within the global context of all of Council’s assets and community service delivery requirements as part of the
formulation of the long term financial plan.
What this Road Asset Management Plan does indicate is:
1. The need for continued annual committed Council funding in the road maintenance and renewal areas.
2. The required road renewal expenditure requirement has been nearly met by Council in recent years as
indicated by the life cycle sustainability index of 79% on average for 2008-09 and 2009-10.
3. Sections of the unsealed gravel road network are in poor condition and require allocation of funds to
remediate these segments.
4. That Councils sealed road network is in relatively good condition. The renewal requirements are
therefore low in the short to medium term but increase moving forward.
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5. Kerb assets are in overall very poor condition. Review of the kerb asset inventory identifies significant
portions of the kerb assets are in historic towns. Renewal and/ or upgrades to the old kerb network
warrant strategic investigation as to design and effective renewal of these assets.
If Council chooses to adopt the budget expenditure as outlined in the 20 year operating and capital expenditure
profile (Table 6.1.2), using this approach the modelled:
1. annual and cumulative renewal funding gap is shown in Figure 6.2.1 and Figure 6.2.2
2. proposed renewal expenditure, renewal demand, and percentage of asset base above intervention
is shown in Figure 6.2.3
3. proposed renewal and consequential maintenance expenditure, renewal and consequential
maintenance demand, and percentage of asset base above intervention is shown in Figure 6.2.4.
There are any number of options that may be modelled to enable road asset renewal funding requirements to be
controlled or profiled in accordance with desired outcomes. The overall requirements in this area will be reviewed
in a Council wide/ global context as part of formulating the long-term financial plan.
Figure 6.2.1 Modelled Annual Renewal Funding Gap
Total Annual Renewal Gap in $ - All Road Groups
(The Predicted Renewal Expend. To Maintain Asset Cond. - Less the Propsed Renewal Exp)
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Figure 6.2.2 Modelled Cumulative Total Renewal Funding Gap
Cumulative Total Renewal Gap in $ - All Road Groups
(The Predicted Renewal Expend. To Maintain Asset Cond. - Less the Propsed Renewal Exp)
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Figure 6.2.3 Modelled Renewal Expenditure, Renewal Demand and % of Asset Base Above Intervention
Proposed Renewal Exp. $ - All Road Groups
Predicted Renewal Expenditure Requirement - All Road Groups
% of Asset Base Above Intervention - Prop Renewal Exp. Model - All Road Groups

Renewal Expenditure

$2,250,000
2.0%

$2,200,000
$2,150,000

1.5%
$2,100,000
$2,050,000
1.0%
$2,000,000
$1,950,000

0.5%

$1,900,000
$1,850,000

0.0%
2012

2014

2016

2018

2020

2022

2024

2026

2028

Predicted % of Asset Base above Intervention

2.5%

$2,300,000

2030

Year Ahead

Figure 6.2.4 Modelled Renewal and Consequential Maintenance Requirement and Expenditure, and % of
Asset Base Above Intervention
Proposed Renewal & Consequential Maint. Exp. - All Road Groups
Predicted Renewal Requirement & Consequential Maint. Exp. - All Road Groups
% of Asset Base Above Intervention - Prop Renewal Exp. Model - All Road Groups
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The projected expenditure as outlined in Table 6.1.2 has been maintained at a consistent level over the 20 year
projection period. This expenditure profile provides a Nil cumulative total renewal funding gap for the 10 years to
2022, with the cumulative total rising to nearly $1,500,000 in 2031. This represents an underfunding of renewal
requirements of approximately $150,000/ annum from 2022.
The projected expenditure in Table 6.1.2 allows a total of $2,100,000/ annum funding in the renewal of the 3 road
asset groupings. Table 6.2.1 following outlines the proposed split of this $2,100,000/ annum funding between the
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various sub assets of each of the 3 road asset groups. This funding split was used in providing the modelled
results shown in Figures 6.2.1 to 6.2.4 above.
Table 6.2.1 Modelling Parameters – Annual Funding Split Between Sub Asset Components
Road Asset Grouping

Sub Asset Component

Sealed Urban Roads

Sealed Gravel Pavement High Traffic
Sealed Gravel Pavement Low Traffic
Sealed Surface High Traffic
Sealed Surface Low Traffic
Kerbs
Sealed Gravel Pavement High Traffic
Sealed Gravel Pavement Low Traffic
Sealed Surface High Traffic
Sealed Surface Low Traffic
Unsealed Gravel Pavement High Traffic
Unsealed Gravel Pavement Low Traffic

Sealed Rural Roads

Unsealed (Gravel) Roads

Total

Modeled Funding
$/ annum
$40,000
$180,000
$40,000
$140,000
$190,000
$480,000
$180,000
$340,000
$120,000
$330,000
$60,000
$2,100,000

6.3 Valuation Forecasts
Council is required to declare the value of its asset base as part of the annual accounts and reporting process.
This includes all Council’s owned road infrastructure and includes new roads created by developers and handed
over to Council. Council’s total roads asset base is formally assessed and reviewed at minimum 4 yearly
intervals for replacement value and depreciated value based on asset condition. Adjustments are made to the
valuations annually (between formal reviews) by reviewing construction unit rates and condition, and the addition
of new or upgraded road segments ‘at cost’ to the accounts.
Asset replacement values and depreciation values are forecast to increase in line with (1) any additional assets
being added to the Council owned asset stock, and (2) increase in construction unit rates. For the purposes of
this forecast it has been assumed that construction unit rates will increase at the rate of 1% p.a, above CPI, new
road segments will be added at the rate of 0.1% pa (see Table 4.1.1), upgraded road segments will add value of
$250,000 to the asset base every second year, and that depreciation is 1.95% (based on the 2009-10 financial
depreciation figures).
The values forecast in this section are shown in 2011 dollar values and are tabulated in Table 6.3.1.
Table 6.3.1 Projected 20 Year Replacement Cost and Depreciation Cost
Budget
Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23
2023-24
2024-25
2025-26
2026-27
2027-28
2028-29
2029-30
2030-31

Road Replacement
Cost (+ 1% value over CPI/ annum)
$M
$122.44M
$123.66M
$124.90M
$126.15M
$127.41M
$128.68M
$129.97M
$131.27M
$132.58M
$133.91M
$135.25M
$136.60M
$137.97M
$139.35M
$140.74M
$142.15M
$143.57M
$145.01M
$146.46M
$147.92M
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New Roads
(development growth)

$M
$0.12M
$0.12M
$0.12M
$0.13M
$0.13M
$0.13M
$0.13M
$0.13M
$0.13M
$0.13M
$0.14M
$0.14M
$0.14M
$0.14M
$0.14M
$0.14M
$0.14M
$0.15M
$0.15M
$0.15M

Road
Upgrades
$M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M
$0.25M

Forecast
eReplacement cost
$M
$122.56M
$124.03M
$125.02M
$126.53M
$127.54M
$129.06M
$130.10M
$131.65M
$132.71M
$134.29M
$135.39M
$136.99M
$138.11M
$139.74M
$140.88M
$142.54M
$144.71M
$145.41M
$146.61M
$148.32M

Depreciation
Cost (1.95% pa)
$M
$2.39M
$2.42M
$2.44M
$2.47M
$2.49M
$2.52M
$2.54M
$2.57M
$2.59M
$2.62M
$2.64M
$2.67M
$2.69M
$2.72M
$2.75M
$2.78M
$2.80M
$2.84M
$2.86M
$2.89M
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6.4 Key Assumptions Made in Financial Forecasts
This section details the key assumptions made in presenting the information contained in this asset management
plan and in preparing forecasts of required operating and capital expenditure, asset values and depreciation
expense. It is presented to enable readers to gain an understanding of the levels of confidence in the data
behind the financial forecasts.
Key assumptions made in this Road Asset Management Plan are:
• Current levels of service remain unchanged in the forecast period;
• Information is based on current knowledge of road asset data, inclusive of road condition assessments
completed in 2009 by Moloney Asset Management Systems (MAMS), and additions/adjustments to data
made by council officers responsible for management of the road asset data since 2009;
• All dollar figures given are based on 2011 values with no adjustment for construction price indices
(except for depreciation costs shown in Table 6.3.1);
• Unit rates for construction and maintenance, valuations for roads sub assets (formations, pavements,
seals and kerbs), and associated asset life are reflective of actual contract construction rates and real
asset life;
• Assets degrade at a rate consistent with the MAMS model degradation curves (degradation curves are
based on data collected by MAMS across the State of Victoria over a number of years);
• Legislative requirements and obligations remain unchanged for the forecast period;
• Road inspections and formal reviews and condition assessments to continue in accordance with the
regime outlined in this Road Asset Management Plan and Council’s Road Management Plan;
• This is the current position of asset management in Indigo Shire and represents the starting point of the
road asset management journey.
Note that some of the assumptions listed above have been identified for review in the improvement plan outlined
in Section 8 of this Plan.
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7. ASSET MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
This section outlines the information available on road assets, the information systems used, and the processes
used to make decisions on how the assets will be managed.

7.1 Accounting/ Financial Systems
The accounting and financial systems currently used at Indigo Shire are:
• PowerBudgets software – for budget formulation, budget forecasting and control, accounting and cash
flow monitoring, to feed financial information into the annual report and financial audit purposes
• Lynx and Axis One software – for rating management and collection, processing of accounts for debtors
and creditors
• Moloneys Modelling software – for modelling of required long term funding to meet renewal demand
from the assets.
Responsibility for the outputs from the financial accounting system and compliance with the Australian
accounting standards, regulations and guidelines resides with the Manager Finance.
The Moloneys Modelling is used in the formulation of asset management plans, required annual modelling for
state wide MAV benchmarking, and input into the MAV Sustainability program. Inputs into the modelling software
are the responsibility of the Manager Assets.
The capitalisation threshold for roads is $5,000. Road maintenance expenses are allocated within the annual
operational budget, with road renewal and new works allocated within the annual capital works budget.
Indigo’s Asset Management Strategy V1.0 Dec 2010 includes a review of asset financial reporting processes
(such as depreciation calculations, unit rates and asset acquisition and disposal) as part of an asset
management improvement plan to December 2012. There are no direct changes in current accounting and
modelling systems required as a consequence of this plan.

7.2 Asset Management Systems
The Moloneys Asset Management System (MAMS) road asset register is the database containing key data on all
Council’s road assets. The register contains details on segment location, pavement description, surface
treatment (sealed/unsealed), type of seal, key dimensions (pavement width and depth), classification according
to hierarchy, condition, construction date, replacement cost, and written down value. The Moloneys Asset
Management System road database integrates with MapInfo, Council’s Geographical Information System (GIS).
All Council roads have been mapped on MapInfo.
Data in the road asset register is updated periodically with the inspection and recollection of road asset condition
and inventory data over the road network. Inspections to recollect data and update the road asset register were
undertaken in 2004 and in 2009 for all Council roads. The current data set in the Moloneys Asset Management
System is considered to be of good quality and reliability, with an independent review of select asset data and
condition assessments completed in April 2011 as part of the formulation of this plan. The roads data is also
updated pursuant to the annual re-sealing program, development of new roads (subdivisions), and road upgrade
works.
The Conquest asset management system used by Council includes a customer request and works order system
that is used to manage the reactive maintenance on road assets and produce reports to confirm that works and
requests have been actioned. Customer requests from the Merit customer service system feed into the Conquest
system to allow all road related requests to be logged, actioned using work orders, and monitored.
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A software system called AssetAsyst is used to log road defects and action and monitor the completion of defect
remediation works for the pro-active inspections required under Council’s Road Management Plan. The
AssetAsyst software provides a record of all defects logged, their location, an alert system, and defect
rectification timeframes to facilitate Road Management Plan compliance. Road inspections are undertaken by
Council’s Works Officer using a tablet computer loaded with AssetAsyst. This mechanism allows mapping of the
road network to be taken mobile with the mobile tracking of roads inspected and mobile recording of defects and
other road assessments. The AssetAsyst data recorded is then downloaded to Council’s server on return to the
office.
Indigo’s Asset Management Strategy V1.0 Dec 2010 contains an asset management improvement plan with a
target completion date of December 2012, that will:
• Review asset management data systems and integration with finance systems
• Provide asset management systems with function to generate maintenance and renewal programs
together with cash flow forecasts;
• Implement, refine and maintain asset data with integration into Council’s Geographic Information
System (GIS), or mapping, system;
• Develop methodologies for asset condition surveys/defects, to provide basis for seeking funding in the
budgeting process;
• Develop a formal process for asset handover and recording of new asset data.
There are no direct changes in current asset management systems required as a consequence of this plan.

7.3 Information Flow Requirements and Processes
The key information flows into this asset management plan are:
• Asset management system data, including physical parameters, location, condition, and value;
• Road replacement values/ cost, including unit rates for different road classifications, construction and
maintenance unit rates, and surface treatments;
• Documented service levels, per the Road Management Plan;
• Projections of various factors affecting future demand for services;
• Maintenance and renewal projections and modelling;
• Council strategies and data that impact on provision of new or upgraded assets.
The key information flows from this asset management plan are:
•
•
•

Definition of the nature, value and type of Council’s road assets to enable the community and other
stakeholders to play a key role in balancing the services and service levels provided by roads with the
resources available;
Forecast/ modelled medium and long term expenditure requirements for asset maintenance, renewal
and new assets;
The basis for expenditure decisions, including asset hierarchy, the Capital Works Evaluation tool,
renewal and maintenance requirements for the current asset portfolio, and alternative-asset based
service alternatives.

These outputs will help define ‘how Council does business’ in the road asset management area, and provide
input into the Long Term Financial Plan, annual budgets and Council unit plans and budgets.
Council’s decision making process is outlined by the following:
1. The Major Projects and Programs unit programs maintenance, renewal and upgrade works
based on road condition assessments, proactive inspections and reactive requests.
2. The Major Projects and Programs unit is responsible for presenting the proposal for all
significant renewal and upgrade works as part of the annual capital works budget process.
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Maintenance works are undertaken as part of the Civil Operations annual operational budget
schedule of works.
3. Council to consider available funding and modelled asset life cycle costs, with renewal projects
taking precedence over funding new assets. Works projects to be prioritised in accord with
Council’s Asset Management Policy and Capital Works Evaluation tool.
4. Changes in asset base resulting from adopted projects to be fed into the asset management
system to enable accuracy and currency of the data base and life-cycle costs.

7.4 Standards and Guidelines
The following asset management policies, procedures and references were used in the preparation of this plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IPWEA, 2006, ‘International Infrastructure Management Manual’, Institute of Public Works Engineering
Australia, Sydney
MAV, 2010, ‘National Asset Management Assessment Framework’
Indigo Shire Asset Management Policy (V1.0 Dec 2010)
Indigo Shire Asset Management Strategy (V1.0 Dec 2010).
Indigo Shire Road Management Plan, 2009
Report Following the Survey of Road Assets for Indigo Shire, Moloney Asset Management Systems
May 2009.
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8. PLAN FOR IMPROVEMENT AND MONITORING
8.1 Performance Measures
The effectiveness of the Road Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:
1. The degree to which the required renewal funding or funding strategies identified in this asset
management plan are incorporated into Council’s long term financial plan and Strategic 2030 Plan
2. The degree to which proposed works programs, budgets, and organisational requirements provided as
part of this asset management plan are adopted and implemented by Council
3. Achieving the target levels of service identified in the plan.
These performance measures may be reviewed at any time and will be periodically reviewed as part of the
revision process for the plan.

8.2 Improvement Programme
The road asset management improvement plan generated from this document is shown in Table 8.2.1.
Table 8.2.1 Improvement Plan
Task
No

Task

Responsibility

Resource
Required

Timeline

1

Continuously review and update road data with 4 yearly
condition assessments, inspections and data re-collections

Mgr Assets

2

Review unit rates and useful life of road sub-assets used
in valuations and modelling, particularly for kerbs, gravel
re-sheeting and seals. Undertake benchmarking of
parameters with like Councils
Separate review/ study of renewal/ replacement
methodology of old/ poor condition kerbs in historic towns

Mgr Assets, Mgr Project
Delivery, Mgr Civil
Operations

Consultant –
$60,000 est. per 4
yearly assessment
Staff time or
consultant - $5,000
est.

2012-13 plus
4 yearly
ongoing
June 2012

June 2012

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11

Further to review of gravel road unit rates and useful life
(Task 2), benchmark levels of service and maintain the
required funding focus on gravel pavements to improve
overall condition
Review Road Management Plan inclusive of Road
Maintenance Activity Specification, include Force Majeure
clause
Review B-double routes as demand requires to assess
and program road upgrades

Mgr Civil Operations, Mgr
Assets, Mgr Project Delivery

Staff time or
consultant $10,000 est.
Staff time ($2,000
est.)

Mgr Assets, Mgr Civil
Operations

Staff time ($8,000
est.)

2012

Mgr Project Delivery, Mgr
Assets

Communication and acceptance of the Road Asset
Management Plan’s processes, plans, and integral links
with the Road Management Plan and Bridge Asset
Management Plan
Adopt consistent annually budgeted road renewal
expenditure over the long term, in conjunction with the
requirements identified in this plan and the Long Term
Financial Plan
Validate road maintenance and renewal needs and budget
appropriately
Review forward programs for renewal, new and upgrade,
and rationalisation opportunities
Review of demand to identify and manage increased
demand in applicable areas

Asset Management Steering
Group (AMSG)
Major Projects and
Programs unit
Council, AMSG, GM Major
Projects and Programs, Mgr
Project Delivery

Staff time or
consultant $10,000 p.a. est.
Staff time ($5,000
est.)

Ongoing as
demand
requires
Ongoing

Staff time – part of
budget process

Mar 2012 &
ongoing

Staff time – part of
budget process
Staff time – part of
budget process
Staff time – part of
asset management
plan review process

Mar 2012 &
ongoing
Mar 2012 &
ongoing
Ongoing
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Mgr Assets, Mgr Project
Delivery

Mgr Project Delivery, Mgr
Civil Operations
Mgr Project Delivery, Mgr
Civil Operations, Mgr Assets
Mgr Project Delivery, Mgr
Civil Operations, Mgr Assets

Dec 2012
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8.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures
The Road Asset Management Plan is a living document which is integral to Council’s asset management
activities. To ensure the plan remains useful and relevant the following ongoing process of monitoring and review
activities are proposed to be undertaken:
• review contents of the plan annually and incorporate new knowledge, including any changes in service
levels and/ or resources available to provide those services, during the annual budget preparation and
decision process
• revision and updating of the plan on a four yearly basis with this review to occur within 2 years of each
Council election.
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10. APPENDICES
Appendix A:

Road Asset Register

Legend for the Road Register’s ‘Road Status No. 1’ Column:
First Letter of ‘Road Status No. 1’
T = Township
R = Rural

Following Letters of ‘Road Status No. 1’
S = Sealed
P = Paved
FO = Formation Only
NP = Not Provided i.e. road belongs to others
such as DSE or Vicroads

e.g. For a ‘Road Status No. 1’ of RP for instance, the road is a Rural Paved road.
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Appendix B:

Road Hierarchy and Ownership 2011
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Appendix C:

10 Year Road Renewal Program – DRAFT
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Year
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

10 Year Road Renewal Program - 2012-2021: DRAFT – Indicative Only

Page 1 of 2

Item
12.01
12.02
12.03
12.04
12.05
12.06
13.01
13.02
13.03
13.04
13.05
13.06

Road Name
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition

Project Scope
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement

Comments
Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

Cost
Estimate
220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition
All Roads - Inventory & Condition Recollection
Roads

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement
Inventory & condition Recollection

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

14.01
14.02
14.03
14.04
14.05
14.06
15.01
15.02
15.03
15.04
15.05
15.06
16.01
16.02
16.03
16.04
16.05
16.06

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000
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MAMS used in 2009 for data recollection

60,000

Year
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

10 Year Road Renewal Program - 2012-2021: DRAFT – Indicative Only
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Item
17.01
17.02
17.03
17.04
17.05
17.06

Road Name
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition
All Roads - Inventory & Condition Recollection
Roads

Project Scope
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement
Inventory & condition Recollection

Comments
Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

18.01
18.02
18.03
18.04
18.05
18.06
19.01
19.02
19.03
19.04
19.05
19.06
20.01
20.02
20.03
20.04
20.05
20.06
21.01
21.02
21.03
21.04
21.05
21.06

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)
Selected link or major collector road(s)
Roads selected from sealed network
Roads selected from unsealed network
Selected Kerbs on urban roads based on condition
All Roads - Inventory & Condition Recollection
Roads

Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Urban Roads
Sealed Pavement renewal/ rehabilitation – Rural Roads
Reseals – Urban & Rural Roads
Gravel Re-Sheeting program
Kerb replacement
Inventory & condition Recollection

Includes Major Patching
Includes Major Patching
Selected from Moloneys with site verification
100mm gravel re-sheet program
Selected from Moloneys with site verification

220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000

MAMS used in 2009 for data recollection

MAMS used in 2009 for data recollection
2012-21 Grand Total

Road Asset Management Plan V1.0

Cost
Estimate
220,000
660,000
640,000
390,000
190,000
60,000

60,000
$21,180,000

Appendix D:

10 Year Road New & Upgrade Program – DRAFT

Road Asset Management Plan V1.0

10 Year Road New & Upgrade Program - 2012-2021: DRAFT – Indicative Only
Year

Item
2012
2013

2014
2015

Cost
Estimate

Road Name

Project Scope

Comments

12.01
12.02
13.01

Selected urban roads Beechworth

Prepare and seal urban road shoulders and/ or road pavements

Roads selected based on maintenance
and flood mitigation benefits

250,000

13.02
14.01
14.02
15.01

Selected urban roads Beechworth

Prepare and seal urban road shoulders and/ or road pavements

Roads selected based on maintenance
and flood mitigation benefits

250,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)

Upgrade road and shoulder width to current standards

Road(s) selected based on current
condition and hierarchy/ usage

250,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)

Upgrade road and shoulder width to current standards

Road(s) selected based on current
condition and hierarchy/ usage

250,000

Selected link or major collector road(s)

Upgrade road and shoulder width to current standards

Road(s) selected based on current
condition and hierarchy/ usage

250,000

15.02
2016

16.01
16.02

2017

17.01
17.02
18.01
18.02

2018

2019
2020

2021

19.01
19.02
20.01
20.02
20.01
20.02

2012-21 Grand Total

Road Asset Management Plan V1.0

$1,250,000

Appendix E:

10 Year Road Disposal Program – DRAFT
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10 Year Road Disposal Program - 2012-2021: DRAFT
Year

Item
2012

Road Name

Project Scope

Comments

12.01

Cost
Estimate
nil

12.02
2013

13.01

nil

13.02
2014

14.01

nil

14.02
2015

15.01

nil

15.02
2016

nil

16.01
16.02

2017

nil

17.01
17.02

2018

nil

18.01
18.02

2019

nil

19.01
19.02

2020

nil

20.01
20.02

2021

nil

20.01
20.02
2012-21 Grand Total

Road Asset Management Plan V1.0

$ Nil

